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I. IITRODIICTIOH 
Since ©gg production in ehlckens is a function of 
egg preduction, «gg SIEQ, fertilitj'-, hatehability, viability 
and b©iy weight» tha poultry breeder rarely is able to confine 
his ©fforts to a slngl® trait. In attemptiiTg to Improve his 
floek by selection., tha braetler ,1s thus constantly faced with 
the perplexing probl®® of d«cidlB.g which birds to retain for 
bPfading. CoMplications arise froci the fact that a bird's 
br@Qdlng valu© is generally obscurtd by various environmental 
factors which usually cannot b® asasiirsd accurately, Fur-
th@riBor®, th«r@ is tha problero of deciding between two birds 
which art superior for different reasons. 
S®lsotion is the primary tool used by poultry breeders to 
promot® iajprevtment, lost breeders of egg laying strains 
place auch ®®pha®ls on selection for egg production, egg size, 
and mature body weight. In fact, many breeders practice trun­
cation selection for thasa traits. There is, of course, a 
certain aaoan,t of automatic or natural selection for via­
bility, fertility, and hatehability, and these traits gene­
rally receive further attention frois the breeder, 
Basel (194-3) showed that the choice of an efficient 
laathod of selecting for more than one trait requires a know­
ledge of the heritabillty of the traits concerned and the 
genetic correlations between thea. 
Selection is expected to increase the mean of the population 
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©ach ganeration by an afflOu.nt equal to the product -f the se­
lection differential aad heritability (in the narrow sanse? 
Lush, 1940), Dickerson (1951) Kottman (1952), in a selec­
tion study with swine, however, foand aagliglbla increases in 
spit® of siseabl© seliction differentials. Lern®r (1951) and 
Lerntr and Deffip-ster (1951) prassntad evidence that a somewhat 
siffillar situation ©xists in chicktna, at least for certain traits. 
If such a sitttation actually exists, one would be inclined first 
to question the reliability of the heritability ©stimates used 
to coaputf ganstic gain. If ample evidence exists that con-
sidarabl® additive genetic variance is present, other explana­
tions are required-. Lash (1951) suggaated some possible explana­
tions! briefly, they are overdoainance, ©pistasis, negative 
genetic correlations, and counteracting selection at different 
stages of the life cycle. 
Overdeainanc® and epistasis see® to be almost inseparable 
in our present state of knowledge, but the effect of each would 
be to reduce the heritability ia the narrow sense. 
The effects of counteracting selection at different stages 
in the. life cycle should net be overlooked. The counteracting 
effects of natural selectJ on reported by Lerner and Dempster 
(1951) "With respect to shank length and by Lerner and Gunns 
(1952) with respect to egg sise wottld fall in this category. 
However, a precise measure of the aiagnitude of such effects re­
mains to be determined. 
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Sinae the braedar, of nQoessity, must consider several 
traits in, a salsction program, the problem of negative genetic 
correlations say b@ an important Even though a substan­
tial ©mount of the variance is addltlvaly genetic, the net ef-
ftot of selection may be small in the presence o-f negative frene­
tic correlations. For «xa.mple, If g@n@s which affect one trait 
in a plus diraction als© have a ainus effact on another trait, 
selection for both traits aimttltaneously my not change gene 
,fp©q«,©ncy at all. Such antagonistic relationships might fea­
sibly arise ®s a resalt of prior selection. This would have 
the affect of causing the perforaance level of the flock to 
reach an apparent plateau. Such a leveling off of rate of gain 
has been described by Lerner and Dempster (1951) for shank 
length. Some breeders have found siiailar situations with re­
spect to Bgg production. The performance of the Mount Hope 
flock reported by Goodale (1949) seems to fit this hypothesis. 
In the absence of disturbing factors, a trait whose gene­
tic variance is deterjnined by alleles at a single locus will 
respond to selection until the most desirable allele Is fixed. 
Heace, the possibility that heritability ia not far from sero 
caanot be disasissed. In. this case most of the genes with im­
portant effects would already have frequencies close to zero 
or on#. 
Further investigation of these economically Important traits 
geeiBS desirable. Heritability estimates for egg production. 
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egg weight, and body weight w®r© obtained in this study, along 
with genetic and ph@notypio relationships among these traits. 
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II, wmm OF OfEHAftJEB 
fb© traits sta<Si@d in tbis Investigation haVQ received 
some atteatien pr«¥ioasly. Th© ®arly literature has been re-
by Jull (19-40) , latt (194-9), and, Lernay (1950) and will 
not he Qmsmi her®. 
A, Effect of Date of Hatch 
1. Srewtli and body weight 
Tfe® llt@3?attir@ is not antirtly consistent with regard to 
a sttsoaal trand iEflueaclng growth and bo4y weight, Thar® is 
little doubt that dat® of hatch affeots growth and body weight 
to soise Bxtent, but no estimates of ®ff®cts accurately attri-
butabl® t© dat® of hatch see® to have been reported. 
lampster (193^) found that early hatched pullets were 14 
to 20 pBVCBXit haafier than w«r© late hatched pullets at 20 weeks 
of age. He suggested tliit high siimwr temperatures wre re­
sponsible for hateh differences. Kempster reported temperatures 
up to 106® F. Sadeubtedly such ©xtreTOS in temperature in­
fluence growth. Other variables, however, such as disease 
and parasite infection, minagesent, pen differences, and gene­
tics differeness .sight also cause birds in different hatches 
to differ in growth. The difference between hatches may, 
therefore, measure other things in addition to the desired 
seasonal or tiffi# trend. 
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"Lerner and AsMinds©!! (1938) clalo to have shown that early 
feafeohec! birds grow faster than late hatched birds. Their data 
ar« not partloalarlj convincing on this point, since they were 
Q0t able to demonstrate a consistent trend fro® hatch to hatch. 
Furthersiore, dlfftrancas batwe^n hatehss were not significant­
ly different from zaro 1E one of the two year's' data, 
Upp and fhoiripson (1927) found that birds hatched from 
lovsffibsr to lay grew faster te 11 weeks t?::'an birds hatched 
froM Hay to Septaraber, but that hatch differences in growth 
were largely dissipated by 23 weeks. 
Fagsn (I949) found a significant difference in eight-week 
weight between the first four hatches and the last four hatches 
in favor of the early hatched birds. The birds were hatched 
from February to April. He found regressions of eight-week 
weight on hatch ranging from -24.13 to 2.42 grams per week. 
Only sia: ©f the I3 regressions were significantly different from 
.gero, but all except two were negative. Pagan's data Indicated 
that early hatched chicks graw faster to eight weeks, but the 
decrease in growth -was small, 
Garber and CSodbey (1952) reported that hatch differences 
accounted for about 5© percent of the vgriation in gain to 12 
weeks of age. It should be pointed out that all factors mak­
ing one hatch different from another would be included in such 
a figure, Conseqa®n,tly, factors such as pen differences and dif­
ferences in diseis® and parasite infection ar® included in the 
variance between hatches. 
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Ksiapstsr (194-1) reported that aarly hatched chicks grew 
faster initially than late hatched chicks. However, aft@r 20 
to 24 -weeks ©f ag6, the lata hatehtd birds grew faster. Th® 
Rixmb&r of birds or which thas® growth figures wer« based was not 
gi¥«ii. Mar® agt3.ii thes® data ar@ not particularly convincing, 
la. arriving at th© ©fftst G*f data of hatch on early growth, the 
a«.th©r csoffiparss the first hatch in one year with the tenth hatch 
iu a differtnt year, fear differtncas w®rs apparently ignored 
throttghOttt tha study. That year differences are important is 
illustrated fey tha data of Lerner and Asiatmdson (1933) and 
Fagan (1949). Thes® workers foand rathar large diff^rsnces be-
twsen yaars. Lankferd and IcsClung (1952) foand hatches to ac­
count for 6 and 33 percent of th« variance in ten-week weights 
for two differsnt years, 
fattrs and Bywatars (194-3) showed that date of hatch af-
f etc ted body woights at nearly all ages, Th© data wer© from nina 
,weakly hatches begiimiiig April 10, H©w©v®r, no consisttnt ten­
dency was foyind to indicate any advantag® in growth of early 
hatched birds over those hateh®d later, 
Jatp and Morris (1937) found no significant difference be­
tween hatches with regard to ®xght-w®sfe weight. Their data re-
presanttd six brteds aM varieties hatched from January to 
larch. 
The data of K0mpst@r (1938, 1941) and Waters and Bywaters 
(1943) showed that date of hatch had little influence on mature 
bod^y weight. An earlier report by Opp and Thompson (1927) 
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also indicated hatch differences to be largely dissipated by 
23 weeks of ag®, Bohr®n §t §JL, (1952) found ths regression of 
maaa aaxiffiUffl body weight oa fiat# of hatch to be -.024 pounds per 
wesk, a n©ii-sigiiiflcaat ¥alu®. 
2. Sfg size 
Benaion and farrtn (1933) and Warren jet (1950) pr®-
s«nt®d. ctnclusivQ evidence that high temparatures have a de­
pressing @ff«et on egg slz®. The foriaer workers eoropared mean 
weekly ®gg weight with maan weekly maxiiium taaiperature. They 
fmM little variation In egg weight from February to May but 
found a .sharp deolia© in early J'una, Using controlled tem­
peratures and iMivMual battarias, they found a 15 to 20 per-
cant decrease 1e ®gg siae for teaperatures above 85 degrees, 
larraa gj,. (1950) showed that evsn 65 degress as a constant 
ttiiperatur® was too high for maximum ©gg weight. In practice, 
howtvar, if all egg weights were taken at approxiaatQly the 
sane tiase, ©ne would not sxpact temparature to havs a differen­
tial effect among th® hatchts. 
The data of Opp and Thompson (1927) show a slight decline 
in aaan annual egg weight fron early spring hatches through 
early fall hatches, laxlmua egg weight was reached In February 
or larch for all groups. Rsanalysis of these data by Bohren 
et al. (1952) showed the regression of mean February egg weight 
on date of hatch to be -.28 grams per week, 
Jeffrey (194-1) found temperature to have an important effect 
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on 0gg sijse. The effect was less on younger birds, that is dur­
ing the period of normal inereas© in @gg size. The birds were 
hatch®d in Jan®, Septeaiber, Ho^erober, January, and April. 
April egg weights of 26,5, 25.8, and 25.0 ounces per dozen for 
birds hatched in loveiaber, January, and April, raspQctlvely, 
indictts a n®gati?@ regression on date of hatch. This effect 
was apparantly dissipated by June, Jeffrey suggested that egg 
size is detersiaed by an interaction of age, temperature, and 
body siae, 
Skoglund «t (1951) found the percent of eggs in March 
which weighed 23 ounces or more per dozen was 98.3, 95.4-, 83.1, 
84,5» and 50.5 foi* birds,hatched monthly from May through Sep-
teober, respeotifely, fhese data show a negative relationship 
for date of hatch effect on larch egg weight. The Increase in 
percent ©f eggs weighing 23 ounces or more per dozen over a 
period of five month*s production showed little change for birds 
hatched in January, February, larch, or 4pril, indicating no 
iaportant age—teiaperatare interaction during this hatching 
period, 
Bohren £t tl, (1952) reported the regression of February 
agf si2!® on date of hatch as -.28 grams per week. No standard 
errors were given. Their data indicate that a slight negative 
regression persisted through April, These workers concluded 
that th® effect of age-temporatur® inter fiction on rate of egg 
size increase was uaiiiportant for birds hatched over an eight 
to ten week period in the spring. 
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It appears that date of hateh has a dafinite effeot on egg 
siae when there is extrsai® variation in the hatching dates. 
Ifhtn birds are hatched ovbf a relatively short period In the 
spring, date of hatch seams tani sport ant# 
3. Igg prodaotion 
tJpp and Thompson (1927) found no difference in egg produc­
tion between winter hatched birds and spring hatched birds. 
Hays (1932) fomnd that hatches accounted for only seven percent 
of the variance in egg production. This conclusion was based 
on. a study of egg production in Rhode Island Reds hatched in 
eight weekly hatches in the spring. 
It appears that egg production, when measured as a rate, 
is not markedly influenced by date of hatch, Knox et j2. (193 5) 
found the correlation between these two variables to be ,036 
for Iteghorns and ,090 for Bhode Island Reds. Lerner and Taylcr 
(1936) reported a value of -.01 ± *07 for this correlation, 
Stephenson (194-9) also found that date of hatch had no important 
effeot on rate of production, 
B. Heritabilitles and Correlations 
Lush (1940) defined heritability as that fraction of the 
observed variance which is caused by differences in heredity, 
8e further distinguished between heritability in a broad sense 
and in a narrow sens®. This seems to be the first reference to 
the word heritability as defined here, although the concept was 
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known and used for maaj years prior to 1940. The underlying 
theory was first elucidated by Fisher (1918) and by Wright 
(1921). 
Htritability in th® broad sens® is (^^B/ where 
(5' H is the total hereditary varianc®, including additive ©f-
facts of genes as well as effects clue to doroinanc® and epi-
stasis, aa<S <5" P ia tha total phsnotypic varianc® which in-
cludas plus effects of ®ri'viron»®nt and any interaction b®-
twean heredity an<5 en^ironTOnt, Haritability in th® narrow 
3Qns0 is where s the additivaly genetic por-
2 ? 
tion of tha variance. The fraction <^5' G/<5""P !s an important 
ganetic paraaetir when ce-ns'-'dsririg the bioia^tric relations be­
tween relatives. It has been shown by Fishar (1918) that 
the regression of offspring on partnt is i The cor-
(f«p 2 
relation between full sibs is also eqaal to ^  plus a 
aoM«ace contribution, .hlle that .et.een half''sib, is i 
^2p 
Furtheriaor®, the fraction is important when considering 
!r^p 
th@ results of selection. The expected improvamsnt in genetic 
iBsrit of a popalat5on resulting from selection is i where 
I Is the selection differential. Thus in preparing a breeding 
plan, a pr'raary corisid'srati on would be the aagnltude of herit-
ability. 
Clearly then, th© genetic parameter is one of 
th® most fundamental gsnatic parameters of a population. It 
should be ©mphasized that heritability is not necessarily 
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constant from population, to population or etran fro® generation 
to generation. Heritability has a specific valua for a par-
fcicula? population at a particalar tlm®, 
fhe first investigator to attack poultry breeding problems 
froii a quantitatit® standpoint, smploying the theory developed 
by Fishsr aad Wright, was a«ir© (1936)• Ha studied differences 
in amaal egg pro«a.ttcti#n among sfirviving Barred Plymouth Rocks 
oa Canadian SxptriMsntal Farms, He saemed primarily interested 
in diffarencas resttlting from a const-mt genotype tested in 
several ©nvironaants. H« sstimated, from the correlation be-
twesfl full sibs, that 25»3 percent @f th® total variance In 
egg ppoductioa was attributed to additively genetic differ-
ernes. Finding only 25 perosnt of th@ variance to be genetic 
led Itanro t©. a rathar pesslsiistic outlook as regards the pos­
sibility of gsnstic iiiproirefflent. Subsequent workers, on the 
other hand,looked at the problem from a different viewpoint; 
that is, major amphasis was placed on the behavior of different 
genotypes in the saoe ©nvironBent. Adherant.s to the latter 
view woald rejoice to find the genetic variability forming as 
aueii as a quarter of the total variance. 
Si,ao@ Munro first dettpminad an estimate of the heritebi-
lity of egg production, other estiaatas of heritabllity of 
various traits in ohlcfcens have been published. These have 
been deduced priaarily from correlations between sibs and from 
parent-offspring rtgressions. fhe estimates for body weight, 
egg weight and egg production ate collected in Table 1, It 
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Table 1, Heritability estimates 
Method of estimation* 
s » S+IS od other Source 
8 w@fks 35 
Body 
,..a,i£kt 
50 42 1. 
12 weeks 20® 4. 
12 w®®ks 51-79 5. 
10 weeks 46 33 2. 
10 wastes 20-63 3. 
12 weaks 42 60 51 6. 
22 w@@ks 32 7. 
Housing 43 32 2. 
Deceifiber 17 47 So 3. 
10 months 75 9. 
1.Pagan (1949), 2 breads, 74 sires, 4566 offspring, 
2.Kra©g@r il. (1952). 4 oraeds, 3389 bird.s, 
3.Larikforfl and IcClung (1952), 55 slras, 4744 offspring. 
4,SaPbor and Godlssjr (1952), 4 aires, 337 offspring, 
5.GlaMner aS li- (1951), 5000 birds. 
6,Lamer £| §X» (1947), 9 sira-s, 244 offspring. 
7,ia^«l and ftraoreai: (1947), 169 sires, 4607 offspring. 
8,L@rn®r and Graden (1951), 42 sires, 218 dams, I36I 
daaghters. 
9.Shoffn0r and 31©an (1948), 11 Inbrad linas, 751 daughtar-
dam pairs. 
as follows. 
S—«pat®rnal half sibs 
D—fflatarnal tialf sibs 
D+3—full sibs 
bod—3P«gr9ssion of offspring on parent. 
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Table 1, (Coatlnaed) 
ifetfaod of astlroatlon* 
,D St^B od Other Source 
1st, 10 «ggs (asan) 60 
1st, 10 Qggs (ffi^aa) 
So¥Q liber 43 
April 73 
April 
All eggs Jan,-lay 
lean aimual 
March 
Rat® to .aar, 1 
kmml 
Prod, index 
Prod, index 
Survlirors 
Sur'?'infers 
64 J 28 
Bgg weight 
50 
36 
47 
6l 
44^ 
61 
39 
61 
46,74,55 
36^ 
56-86'^ 
48,26 
28 17 
15 
6^ 
16'^ 
18° 
8, 
10. 
8, 
8, 
9. 
12, 
11, 
13. 
13^ 
2, 
14, 
10. 
10, 
11, 
10.tsrntr §!• (1949), 13 sires, 102 dams, 621 daughters, 
11.LQrnar and Taylor (1943)$ 36 sires, 109 dams, 905 
ditighters. 
12.Waters (1941), 4 broods, inbredg, outbreds and crosses, 
137 sirss, 695 "dams, 32o6 daughters. 
13.0sborn® (1953)» Brown Leghorns, 17 sires, 76 clatr;s, 3^-
daughters, 
14,I.eriier aaS Cruden (1948), 15 sires, 336 daughters. 
iS.&odfrey and Jull (193^), 53 sires, 2427 daughters. 
^Correlatioa bstween parent and ©ffspring 
ciunt-aiaee correlation—based on average of faicilles of 
Sim 8, 
Computed from their analysis of variance table. 
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Table 1. (C ont inued) 
S D S-^D o«3 Other 
Method of est 1 mat Ion* 
*" 
Source 
Pr0d* index 
Survivors 
Egg production 
11 
15. 
9. 
16. 
17® 
To ,500 days 34 
31 
31 
Annual rat® 
Survivors 
Ig.Munro (1936), data from 7 experimental farms. 
16.Wilson (1948), 313 d.f. 
17.Miinr© fi. (1937) > 1165 daughters. 
®C0BJput®d froii their bQ^».l53. 
can b0 sean that most of thss© estimates have been mads within 
the past flvs or six years. It is evident that heritabillty of 
body weight and agg weight is high. Heritability of egg produc­
tion s0®nis to vary somewhat, depending to a certain extant on 
the ffisasures of production, but th@ values are generally lower 
than for the other traits. The data of Lamer and Crudan (194-8) 
indicate that hsritabllity is higher in the fall and decreases 
steadily until late spring or early sumaar. Sampling errors un­
doubtedly contribute to the variation in these estimates, but 
some of the variation may be due to different populations, 
lUHserous investigators have raportad phenotypic correlations 
between various ©conosaic traits in chickons, especially those 
involving egg production as one of the variables. These have 
been r®vi@w@d by Jull (1940), Hutt (1949)» and Lerner (1950). 
Thar® is general agreement that a positive correlation 
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0xists b@tw©®n egg size and body weight. Both positive and ne-
gatlvs relationships b@tw®en body siise and egg production have 
b@®ii rspertad. Very small birds t«nd to lay less eggs than 
larger birds, bat excessively large or fat birds also lay fewer 
aggs. Apart froaj this® sxtremes, body size has little relation 
to egg production,, The literature s®®ms to indicate that siore 
prolific layers have a tendency to lay smaller Qggs, but there 
is son® dlsagreaaent. Also, th® relationship is apparently 
non-linsar whan ©xtrsmes ara included. 
Th® phsnotypis relationship batwaan sgg number and egg 
weight has b&Bn recently investigated by Blyth (1952). The 
relationship was exafflined fer production during the month of 
March only, Th® data, involving 1209 Brown Leghorns over two 
flV8-yaar ptriods, ware divid«d into groups by production 
l®v®ls. A significant a«gatlv© and apparently linear corre­
lation was found afflong birds laying at a high rate, but this 
association did not hold for poor producers. Body weight was 
positively corrslattd with ®gg weight. Blyth concluded that 
egg weight is negatively correlated with a basic raaximum rat© 
of production. 
The teehniqu© ef partitioning a phenotypic correlation in­
to a ganatic and an environmental portion (Hazel, 1943 and Haziel 
S,i Hi*» 194-3) is so recent that only a few estimates of gene­
tic correlations between traits in chickens have been pub­
lished. 
Hazel and Laaoreux (1947) reported on the correlation be­
tween age at sexual laaturity and body weight at 22 weeks of 
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ag®. They foaad a phenotjplc correlation of -.33 and a gana-
tic cerrelatlon of -,4.4, This would indicate an incraas© in 
bedy wight r®saltiag frm effecti¥® selection for earlier 
iiatttrity, 
L®rnar «S lA* (194-7) studied the ralation between body 
waight at 12 wetks (%), shank length (Xg), keel length (X^), 
and breast •width (X4). The correlations found waret 
^1 .658 .302 .132 
,863 .522 .376 
X3 .791 .710 -.070 
% .099 .139 -.079 
Th0 entries above the diagonal are phenotypic correlations and 
thos® below th® diagonal are gtnetio correlations. The gene­
tic correlations,, except those involving breast width, were 
generally higher than the phenotyple ones. A slight genetic 
antagonisai between breast width and keel length was indicated 
by the negative value of -.079. 
Lern^r and. Cruden (1951) correlated egg weight and body 
weight. The E@asiir©s ased were body weight in December (Xj^), 
beginning egg weight (X2), and egg weight in lovember (X^) and 
Ipril (X^), Th® correlations found werei 
Xl .741 .492 .344 
X. .639 .654 .539 
2 .840 
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^1 ^2 ^3. ^4 
x» .634 .911 
^ .803 .914 .410 
X. .444 .456 .508 
.739 .941 .956 
Ph©ii©t7pi<j corrtlations appaar abov® the diagonal and genetic 
eorrelatioaa bel©w. fhe genetic correlations were coaputed 
froM components ©f variance and covariance between sires and 
between dams witbin sires. The top entry in the cells below 
the diagonal is based on both of these coiiponents and the lower 
one is based on the sir© component only. The magnitude of 
these correlations indicats that many of the same genes af­
fecting b0dy weight in a plus direction also affect egg weight 
in a plus direction. The aathors concluded that, in attempting 
to improve April egg weight, more rapid progress could be at­
tained by basing selection on Me'^ember egg weights. 
Lerner and Gruden (1948) eorrelatad accumulative monthly 
egg production with annual egg production. The genetic cor­
relation between egg production to the end of October and an­
nual egg production in the production flock was .574 compared 
to a phenotypic vmlm of .458. The genetic correlations were 
consistently higher, indicating that the genes influencing egg 
production were MOre persistent in their effects than were en-
fironmental factors. 
The genetic correlation between egg production and via­
bility was estimated by Irueger ajl. (1952) to be .67, and 
De»pster gl,. (1952) estimated this correlation to be of the 
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®rd®r ©f ,20 t© ,50. 
It is btlieved that thesi are all the published estimates 
of geastic correlations' involving body weight, agg weight, and 
tgg prodactiOE, So estisat® ©f the ganetic correlation be-
t«€8n, egg size and ®gg prodsiction was fouM. 
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III. fill DATA 
A, Sourc® rfescrlption 
Tha data Used in this study war® taken from the records 
©f the poultry breeding project at the Iowa Agricultural Sx-
periraeBt Station, Th«s« data represent a total of 38 lines 
©f brstding and involve mine diffarsnt breeds, These lines 
afe suffliiariztd in Table 2, 
For convsnience and simplicity, ths term "line" will be 
used in this study to dtsignate any growp of birds maintained 
as a clostd popsilatien. Such a defiaiticn parmits tha axis-
fcenc® of a non-inbrtd lim which is, at l©ast in a sonse, some­
what cofitrtry to prtirlous usage of the word. However, this 
should l©ai t© no confusion, 
fh@ following inbrtd Leghorn lines were developed as a 
part of th@ inbr«tding project at the Iowa Station* 2,7,8,9, 
10,11,14,15,17,18, and 19, These Unas have been fully des­
cribed by Stephenson (1949). All other lines originated from 
the pupchasa of hatching eggs froas various breeders and have 
been maintained as closed populations. The breeds fro® which 
these lines wtr® derived appear in Table 2 together with the 
inbreading and year ©f origin. The letters following the line 
number symbolic® the origin of these lines. The birds in line 
35 are an Sgyptian breed. This line originated froia hatching 
eggs brought to the Iowa Station from. Cairo, Egypt, The birds 
are siiailar in color pattern to the Silver Caffipine, but 
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Table 2, Surwiary of lines used in this study 
Year of 
Lin® Desitnatieu Br® ad Inbreedinje: origin 
1 I.S.C. Leghorn 0.00 1940 
2 I.S.G. Leghorn .67 1940 
I l.S.C. Leghorn .34 1939 8' I.S.C. Ltghorn .72 1940 
9 I«S,C• Leghorn .87 1939 
10 1. Hope Leghorn .56 1943 
11 i.s.e; Ltghowa .34 1943 
13 1 • S» C• • Saw lafflpshlrt .63 1941 
14 Inglisli Leghorn 
•?3 1940 
15 I.S.C. L®gh0ra .66 1939 
I.S.C. Leghorn .65 1944 
18 I.S.C. Lsghora .52 1942 
19 I.S.C. •Ltghorn .49 1944 
20 I.S.C, ;Barr«<l Rook .33 1944 
21 F.I. Leghorn .20 1948 
22 D. Sew Haiapshire .18 1947 
23 C, Itw Hafflpsfolr® .23 1947 
24 C. Barrsd Bock .23 1947 
25 B. Barred look .22 1947 
26 S. Barred Bock .25 1947 
a? D.C. lew Hampshire .19 1949 
28 B.I. Leghorn .13 1950 
29 D.H. Ltghorn .14 1950 
30 ©.H. Lsghorn .08 1950 
31 l.H. Leghorn .16 1950 
32 H.U. • lew Hanpshir® .12 1949 
33 H,0. Barred Rook .11 1949 
34 D.I. Barred Rock 0.00 1949 
i.a. •Igyptlin .03 1948 
36 T.f. -Ihod® Island ltd .15 1949 
3Z . A. •Atistralorp .09 1949 
38 A.L. •Langshan .25 1949 
39 H.A. Rhode Island R©i .09 1949 
40 I.D. Attstr®lorp .12 1949 
41 B.B. Barred Hock 0.00 1950 
42 R.P. 'Cornish 0.00 1950 
43 C,K, Rhod0 Island Bed 0.00 1949 
44 St A. Whit® Rock 0.00 1950 
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censidiarabl® irariatioa is still pressnt. fh@ performance of 
this liB® will b® dtscribed in s later section, 
Ths ctiieks w®r« asiaally hatched weekly or bi-weekly dur­
ing tha spring, • Th« hatching periods for the birds used in 
this lEvestigation ware as followsi 
fh@ hatching asasoa in 1948 apptars longer than usual, but 
only 30 birds were hatched aftar June 2, 
111 birds wer@ brooded in s aaltiple-pen brooder house 
until ©ight wttks of agt. it that' tim®, th®y w@r© vaccinat«d 
for foul pox and noved to the range. The birds wer« housed at 
tn tverag® ag® of about 16$ days. 
In general, littl® conscious selection was practiced at 
any stafB of the life cycle, Oaly birds lacking health and 
i^igor mm culled at ho.using tiae, Wilson (1948) investigated 
th© selectien differentials in some of the inbred Leghorn lines 
and found the® to be small for both @gg production and ferti­
lity, Soma selection for egg 3i%8 was practiced among the dams 
of lines 21 and 35. 
Coaplete records were kept on all birds from hatching 
until the end of the first production year. Laying-house 
lear 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
Feb. 11-May 6 
Feb, 3''^'ine 30 
Feb. 15-June 7 
Feb. 2l-!&y 23 
Feb. 27-June 5 
•^ 3 
prodaction rscords were k®pt until June 1, after ?fhich the 
bir<ls marketed, all br®®d.iii,g stock was first-yaar coc-
ktPils and pallets, Tha pal Is ts were trapped three clays p€r 
week, 
Standari rations wars f©il during the brooding, range, and 
laying periods. Both feeding and management practices wer® 
constant for all lin®s within a given y®ar. 
B. Traits Studied 
fhe following traits w®r« chosen for investigations 
Igg weight-——-—-————-—,»-gw grams 
Prodttction rat© in period percent 
Production rata in period. 3—. percent 
Production rat® for total period—percent 
Body '«geight 
At W3 grams 
at hoiisiag——— pounds 
In 1 1 1 1 i 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t 
Si 0
 
u
 
1
 pounds 
Igg prodaction pariods r©f®rr«d to above were defined as fol­
lows! 
Pj_—first @fg to iovaiaber 3I 
Pg—.Dacambsr 1 to 'March 1 
Pj-iJaroh 2 to «,y 3I 
Pf—first egg t© lay 31 
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Da® to the r©latl¥@ly late ag® at housing (165 days), com-
pl®t® data wert n®t available for Hanc®, data in are 
E©t incladed In this stuwfy.* 
ProiaetioE rat€ was ffi@asttr®<! ass 
fm of agga.) 
nuffiber of trapnast-days 
Knox ^  (1935) showed that egg production rate could 
bfi mtasured efficiently in this «ann,fr* Sgg weight was taken 
as the wight ©f a singla «gg, usually during the first two 
w«©ks in .March, 
Any birds which w®p® Greditsd with Isss than 10 days in 
any psriod were assigned a rat® of zero for that period. For 
@:xaffipls, suppose a bird did not lay har first egg until 
Movtahtr 25. Th.@ number of days appearing in the denominator 
©f this bird's production rat® for Pg would b® seven, and she 
would b® assigned a value of ssero for Pg production. This was 
don® prifflarily to eli»iD^t® extreme discontinuity in the per­
centages# 
lot all available birds were included in the investi­
gation.. The analysis was restricted to those individuals 
which had records for both egg production and egg weight, Fur-
theraor®, a pullet was not included unless har dam also had a 
record for both egg production and egg weight. This did not 
constltut® an extreme restriction since birds with a record 
for egg production usually had a record for egg weight also. 
The a.nalysis thus represented pullet survivors of the first 
laying year, Thes« restrictions should Introduce no bias into 
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th® data.. 
After applying thsge restrictions, there were I96O daugh­
ters froiii 609 daos avallabla for study. These are sammarized 
in fablo 3. 
C. MJustraant of the Data 
Th® first stap in obtaining estiaatas of gsnetic parame­
ters is to remov® as auch of the ©n'^ironffisntal source of vari­
ation IS possibl©. The effect of data of hatch on the vari­
ables studied, wts discttssacS in Section II A, Date of hatch 
effects were further consider-ad in these data. 
Three types of inforiaation w«r« ©btained from the data 
with regard to hatch effects. These were? (1) differences 
between hatches, (2) interaetions between lines and hatches, 
and (3) linear time trends or seasonal effects. Statistics 
ffl®asm*ing differences betwten hatches measure all factors which 
aak® one hatch different frea another and are tfcsrafore of 
little vtltt® for ffieasuri.ng a purely time or 3easo.nal trend, A 
time tread refers t© the tendency for early hatched birds to 
b® either superior or inferior to those hatched at later dates. 
The variance due to differences between hatches within 
line-ysar subgroups was isolated by analysis of variance. A 
logical form of analysis is a hierarchial classification, as 
follows I 
gotiro© of variation d.f. 
Between years t-1 
1 
2 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
13 
14 
15 
H 18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
• 24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
3o 
H 38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
Su® 
26 
faljli! 3* Distribution of daughters 
a(=1947) 
lear 
4 6 I UK 
129 
6 
11 
32 
4 
21 
3} 
16 
9 
10 
16 
22 
32 
79 
38 
44 
29 
1 
2 
44 
15 
10 
3 
9 
9 
16 
2 
47 
7 
19 
40 
12 
8 
2 
5 
2 
2 
1 
11 
29 
1 
8 
13 
7 
6 
5 
19 
6 
19 
24 
24 
22 
8 
15 
4 
I! 
14 
1 
29 
4 
138 244 88 332 
26 
40 
2 
3 
32 
22 
41 
9 
44 
50 
28 
7 
29 
131 
5 
34 
15 
14 
67 
758 
129 
8 
13 
78 
27 
31 
3 
16 
56 
26 
9 
10 
67 
24 
103 
44 
146 
79 
73 
101 
53 
65 
9 
66 
58 
43 
11 
29 
169 
218 
24 
6 
63 
4 
15 
14 
J 67 
I960 
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Between Unas within years 
Between hatches within Unas and yaars 
Within hatches 
Soiarca of var iat.1 on. d.f. 
^(-<1-1) 
fotal N«1 
wher® tsnttmbar of ysars 
c«^ i«ii3U,rober of lines In th© year 
B4 j-numbsr of hatches in the line and 
th® 
of birds in th@ i^^ year, line, 
and hatch 
I«t0tal number of birds 
Th® analyses for the different traits appear in Table 4A, 
Throughout this study^ ®gg production was analyzed as per-
eants with no transformation. Such data might suggest the In­
vars® sine transformation (Bartlett, 1947), since the mean and 
th0 variance ar® correlated in the binomial distribution. This 
transformatidn expands the differancas at the ends of the scale, 
particularly those batween zero and 10 percent and those be­
tween 90 and 100 percent* Since the denominator was often 
small, the percentages were not oontinous, and little would 
be gained by magnifying the remaining differences, 'j^urthermore, 
fflost of the percentages in these data fall naar the middle of 
th© range, and when the frequencies are close to there is 
little correlation between the, mean and the variance of the 
binomial distribution. 
Table 4B. Alternative anali'ses of •variance—hatch anali'sis 
fesn sa«ar«s 
d.f,^ Iff ^2 % Ws Wfa 
Between yaars 4 2452.58 19078.18 22934.38 12998.48 86.0809 550753. 15.3740 
Between hatelies 
within years 64 67.94 2423.00 676.36 789.23 9.9629 127120. 7.7351 
Between lines 
within hatches 364 89.83 760.01 459.87 357.63 4.4596 35948. 1.7752 
Within lines 
and hatohss 1527 22.62 276.72 240.20 144.94 .3324 7456. .1952 
Total 1959 
^Degrees of freadom slightly smaller for W*s 
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ffae analyses in fabl® iAshow significant differences b®-
batchts for P^, Pj, Wg, and Sach differences can 
p«as©asbly b© axplained trm biological considerations. The 
hatching stasen was soMtiass rathtr lata and long. Egg pro-, 
daction in p0riod Z was measared from Daceiber 1; hancs some 
of the birds in tte later hatches w«r® Just beginning produc­
tion* This would cau,se hatch differences in P2 to be partly 
iu® t© aiff®r®ne©s in age. Since has P2 as one of its 
eoaponent parts as lell as any production in period 1, such 
differsnces would bs carried ovar into P^,. 
fhe differences between hatches for Wg might well con­
tain 'SOjae differences due to a time trend. Since early 
growth seeas to be most affected by date of hatch, this trait 
wai farther Investigated, light-week weight was plotted 
against date of hatch for sei^eral arbitrarily chosen lines in 
1951. ^hls is shown in Pigare 1, It is obvious that much of 
the differences between hatches is due to random environmental 
effects. For exaspl®, the chicks hatched on the 100th day of 
the year showed a rather extreme drop in weight that was com-
ffion to three of the four lines in that hatch, lo seasonal 
trend in eight-week weight is evident fro® the figure. Early 
hatched birds do not seen to be noticeably heavier or lighter 
at eight weeks than late hatched birds, 
fhe pullets were housed largely by hatches. Since the 
housing operation required little more than one raonth's time, 
40-
I I I \ _J L 
58 72 86 100 114 128 142 156 
DAY OF YEAR HATCHED 
Figure 1, Influence of date of hatch on eight-week weight 
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hatch differences for % -would include some ag@ effects. In 
many ctsfs, whare antir© hatchas were housed on the daro® day, 
ag© sffects wooilti b© ooapl@tely confounded with date of hatch 
affects, fhis problem will be considered later. 
In spite of a relatively long spring hatching period, all 
ptill«ts t@nd to, reach maxiffiuai body weight and egg weight at 
abe-ttt the same tiia® in larch (Section II A). That this seems 
to b@ trua is borns out by th®s8 data. Ion-significant dif­
ferences between hatch®s for thes® traits Indicates that a 
mature body siz® as will as egg six® had been achieved in 
Ifareh. 
If lin® by hatch Interactions ware an important source 
of variation, part of this effact would be included in the 
diffarenc© between hatches. To astiroate the Interaction ef­
fect, the expected values of the mean squares in Table 4A were 
coaputed, Including an interaction term in the model. This 
yielded four equations in five unknowns. To gain another 
equation, the total variance was partitioned as shown in Table 
4B, The expected values of the mean squares for the two 
analyses arei 
ijm 
Between years 4 6" 10.921-10.92 ^LH+39.02 
+ 352.16 
within years 
2 2 2 2 
Between lines 87 6" -i- 5.62(5" 1^-5.62 6' LH+20.11^ L 
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S (MS) 
Betwmn hatches 2 ? ? 
«lth.ln Unas 341 Cf + 4.14 cf H+4.14 <5' lH 
Within hatches 1527 6'^ 
Within years 
2 2 2 2 
Between hatches 65 (T -t 6.08 f6.08 ^  i,H+25,62cr j| 
B®twe«E lin©s 2 o 2 
within hatchta 363 (5 -r4.14 6' 1-^4,14 (f le 
Within lines 152? <r ^  
Using both analyses giv&s five independent equations in 
fiV0 unknowns which can than b© soli^ed. This was dona by 
equating the expacted mean squares to the observed mean squares 
in Tabl® 44 and 4B, The solutions of the equations are given 
In Tabla 5. fhe coiaponent of variance for interaction was 
found to ba slightly nagativ© for all W's and for P^, Since 
the Interaction components war# a small fraction of the total 
in all cases, interaction effects were assumed to be negli-
\ 
gible in these data. 
fabl® 5. Components of variance for hatch analysis 
Via^riahct 
c ©mpoaent 11 P2 P3 Pf Wg #h 
5.21 36.8a 58.26 30.21 5.26 14.46 -.78 
-2.53 55.12 3.33 12.24 29.63 12.44 21.26 
cr^LH 3.04 -18.53 3.88 1.^^ -16.02 -11.40 -7.73 
15.09 139.32 53.83 52.95 88.01 89.01 42.19 
22.62 276.72 240.20 144.94 74.56 33.24 19.52 
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Differences in means or variances between hatches so far 
demonstrated do not give mj indication of a real seasonal 
tr«nd in the data. 
A measure of the relationship batwten date of hatch and 
parformance was obtained by regressing th€ several traits on 
data of hatch. These regressions w©r®i (date of hatch 
mtasursd in days) 
Ef -,0163 .005 
^2 .0403 ± ,018 
P3 .0453 + .016 
.0617 .013 
ffg -.0663 .0935 
-.0020 — .0006 
Wh -.0107 ± .0005 
The preceding regressions were based on the total va-
rlanc® and co'^ariance within a line and year. This eliminates 
line and year differences. The regrtaslons involving egg 
weight and egg production were based on 1,868 degrees of free­
dom while those involving body weights were based on 1,759. 
The regressions all appear to be significant except the one 
for Wg. However, all of the regressions are small except the 
one for A linear correction for the effects of date cf 
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hatch wotild raiaove less than one parceat cjf the variance for 
laost of the variables. It would remove less than three per-
c@at of the variano® f©r all variables except =%, 
In view of the foregoing evidence, data of hatch effects 
wers ignored in subseaasnt analyses, evan though thay may b® 
rati. Since date of hatch ©ffocts on 'iS|^ could not be com-
plately stparatsd fro®, ag« differances, thess data do not 
yield a valid estimate of a true date of hatch effect for this 
variable. H©w®v€r, Bff&et of date of hatch on Wg and Wm in 
thts® data is ssall, and the @vid®nce in the literature 
(Section II A 1) indicatts a SMill effect on weight at 20 to 
24 w@®ks. H@ne@, it was assuTOi that differences between 
hatchts, with regard to in th@s@ data, were due primarily 
to age diffsrences. 
Housing weights wer® corrected for differences In age by 
laaans of th® linear regression of weight on age. The pro­
cedure followed was similar to that otttlinsd by Fisher (1950, 
Section 49- 1). Stich a correction assuaes that every bird 
grows at a constant rate in the interval of correction, which, 
of course, is not exactly trae. Most growth processes aro, 
at least in part, multiplicativ® processes giving rise to a 
curvilinear regression of weight on age. This would, suggest 
a ffittltiplicative correction of some sort. Such corrections 
have been used to adjust pig weights to standard ages 
(lhatley and Quaif®, 1937). 
If the coefficient of variation remains constant from age 
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to ag®, a imltlnllcativa correction is indicated since the mean 
would be correlated with the standard deviation, Th5s is a 
statistical cons0qtif.rice of the biological fact that not all 
birds grow at the gam® rate. On the other hand, if the stan­
dard deviation rsmains constant between age classes, the coaf-
ficlant of variation would decrease with increasing age during 
ths growing period, and a linear correction would be indicated. 
In this cass, the animals ar® growing at a constant rate dur­
ing the period considered. 
It is evident that tha coefflc:l@nt of variation may be 
used as some criterion of the tjpe of age correction to be 
made, . These data afford no means of Investigating this po:!nt 
since each bird was weighed at one age only in the desired re­
gion ©f correction. However, exanlnatlon of the data of 
Waters and Bywaters (194-3) on Leghorns and of Gilbreath and 
Upp (1952) on Cornish indicate the true situation to be soroe-
•??heta betwetn a linear and a purely multiplicative scheiae. 
The coefficient of variation neither remains constant nor does 
it decrease with ag® in all cases. 
The linear regression, of housing weight on age -was found 
to be ,0137 pounds per day in these data, which accounted for 
slightly more than 25 percent of the variance. Even though 
the real regression relationship .may be some curvilinear func­
tion, the major portion of the variance due to age differences 
is probably accounted for by the use of linear regression. 
Other extraneous sources of variation for which partial 
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statistical control is possible ars th® general differences be-
tw©Q.n years, lines, sires, and inbreeding. Tha datn were not 
corrtcte^ for thes® Ittss. Instead, the analyses were done 
within lines and. years, \fhich should remove all dlffsrencas 
froa this® sources. 
Differences da® to sires were not conslderad important, 
III nearly 60 perctnt of the eases, the progeny of a line with­
in a given year all cafflS fro® a single sir®. For these, there 
would b® no sire diff«r«nc#s at all sine® the analysis would 
be Satra*sir#, 
Th# ph«n©typie effects of inbreeding were ignored entire­
ly. Th© regressions of psrforiaance on inbresding in these 
data were coapated and foand tcj be (inbraeding in percent)« 
Correction for these effects would reraove less than one 
percent of th® varianc® in all cases. 
11 
Wm 
-.052 ±.020 
-.107 t.073 
-.261 ±.064 
-.185 t.05l 
1.775 I.38L 
-.004 i.0025 
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I¥. 3STIM/ITES OF PHEHOTIPIC PARAMETERS 
For tills part of the analysis, data on I960 offspring 
from 609 dacis were availabl®,. The information on individual 
pullQts and their dams was entered on punched cards for com­
putations. 
Means of the traits by lin&s and years ara given in Table 
6. Coifiparisons among these means ar^^ not entirely valid, be-
caase tli@ number of birc^s by lines and years are unequal. 
Thus, the differenoa batw@®n th® means of two lines would in-
elud® part of th® diffarances between years. If the niQam 
had be®n adjusted by a least squares procedure to correct for 
these classifications, valid comparisons could be made. Such 
coKparisons, however, are not of great jmpf'rtance In this 
study. 
Phenotypic variances and covariances were computed within 
lina-year subgroups? that is, the analysis consitad of com­
parisons among individuals cont«fflporary for line and year. 
Pooled values for the variances and covariances within lines 
and years were obtained by the usual analysis of variance and 
eovarlance as described by Snadecor (19"l-6). This procedure 
is equivalent to computing the sums of squares within each of 
th© line-yaar subgroups and then pooling them. 
Pooling the SUMS of squares to obtain an over-all esti­
mate of the variance as described above may not provide an 
unbiased astlmats of th© population variance. The above pro­
cedure leads to unbiased estimates only when sampling from a 
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Tabl® 6* Pti©n.otypic m^ans by Unas and yoars 
l»ia@ sw '^2 Pj m '% Wtn Huraber 
1 53 51 54 52 476 3.3 3.9 125 2 50 25 24 24 512 3.1 3.1 6 
7 49 25 36 31 528 3.1 3.4 12 8 55 32 33 33 503 
418 
2.9 3.4 72 
25 9 52 34 37 36 2.6 3.1 10 51 26 31 30 492 3.5 3.9 30 11 48 19 as 26 563 3.2 3.7 3 13 49 43 39 40 510 3.8 4.6 13 
14 55 34 34 36 508 3.1 3.6 51 
15 54 38 26 33 402 2.7 3.3 24 
4 48 52 
57 
31 42 43 456 3.1 3.3 9 18 
19 
39 
36 
35 
35 3? 38 
505 
508 
3.3 
3.0 
3.5 
3.5 
8 
62 
20 56 15 31 27 626 4.2 4.9 23 21 53 48 48 48 514 3.2 3.9 83 
22 53 25 41 33 678 4.5 5.1 38 
23 54 23 39 35 695 4-.3 5.4 141 
24 54 3? 32 30 642 4.2 5.4 73 
73 25 56 26 40 36 596 4.0 5.4 26 60 35 38 40 702 4.2 5.8 98 
27 61 44 40 44 724 4.3 5.8 52 
28 57 52 57 58 5p 3.2 4.3 64 
29 32 57 45 687 3.6 4.7 9 30 58 
57 
51 56 55 596 3.3 4.3 62 
31 50 47 49 590 3.5 4.1 55 
32 59 43 51 50 680 4.4 P • '* 3> 
33 59 43 53 52 757 4.3 6.1 11 
60 46 60 57 700 4.0 6.1 28 
35 49 39 51 45 513 2.9 3.6 
t>. 1 
165 
36 61 49 55 53 634 4.3 204 
31 57 47 43 47 561 4.1 5.2 21 38 61 41 31 36 550 3.6 4.5 6 
39 61 52 52 52 663 4.6 6.1 59 
40 38 29 33 638 4.0 6.5 4 
41 64 47 58 53 649 4.2 5.6 14 
42 56 31 36 35 725 5.3 14 
43 66 34 55 45 577 4.8 5.9 3 44 63 12 53 51 773 4.8 7.5 67 
Xsar 
1947 30 42 39 578 3.8 4.4 513 
1948 53 40 33 37 547 3.4 4.2 221 
1949 56 41 35 38 533 3.4 4.9 82 
1950 58 50 44 48 631 
628 
4.0 5.4 303 
1951 58 39 53 49 3.3 5.1 732 
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population with constant variance. Bartlett's test, as das-
eribei t)y Sfiedtcor (1946), was used t-o t©st for homogeniety 
of varisnc® of P2» year. 
Tha total variane® wifeMn a year was tested. Ko evidence of 
het@r©g®m.aty aiaong years was found for EW, Pg, or P^. The 
VBTlBm&s for ari(3 fm were fQund to be heterogeneous, with 
a probability of om percent ©r lass of such differeriess be­
ing eliarice ones# 
la oas-as itiere soiirats of ¥ariatjon act smltiplicatlvely, 
h9t®rog«iiiety of varlanc# .might ba anticipated, provided the 
aeaas vary from groap to group. In, tiia case of P^, hatnro-
ganiety was ppobably caused by the variation in The vari­
ance 0t pTQdmtim rata dssreased during the laying year in 
these data, at least t© tha axtant that v*(p2) > Thia 
Slight resttlt from tfa« faet that once a hta'a cycle of laying 
has b®#n ©itablished, it is relatively constant while that hen 
is laying. Fttrthftraor®, tm number of trapnast days in P^, 
would bm sMller, giving rise to a larger error. Sinca hatch­
ing dates varied somewhat from year to year, varying asiounts 
0f tha birds* early pro<3.ttction were included in and conse* 
qtiently in Py als©. 
In the case ©f body taight, hatarogeniaty may result from 
the relationship of the sean and variance ar standard devia-
tien which is coKson in growth data. If the coefficient of 
variation remains constant, a logtrlthKic transformation might 
ba suggested (Bartlstt, 1947)• In the d'ata of Waters and 
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Bywatars (1943), the eoefficient of variation declined be­
tween om and th.re® iionths In seven of the nine strains. There 
was then aa Increas® in tha coefficient of variation up to 
abottt fit® months with aii©th®r fairly general decline to eight 
rB.onths, Gllbreath and Upp (1952) sho^sed a daclina in tha c^sf-
ficieat of variation from 12,3 at six weeks to 10.5 at four 
TOonths with considarabl© fluctuation t© seven aonths. Since 
th« coefficient of variation dtoraasts with ag®, at least 
during certain periods, a logarithmic transforroation would 
probably result in ©v®r-correctlon. There does not appear to 
be any clsar-cut case for using any particular transformation 
in these data.. For an adeqttats investigation, m-ore extensive 
data ar® required* 
In the case of uneqiial variances among the groups, any 
over-all or average variance will actually be an average of 
truly different variances, and will not necessarily be an un­
biased estimate of th® variance of any particular population. 
The variances of and covariancas among egg production, 
egg weight and March body weight ware computed within line-
year groups as described above. These appear in Table 7. '^he 
sluple correlations which were computed in the usual way are 
also given. 
The correlations in Table 7 '.'^ere based on 1759 degrees 
of fretdoii and are significant if they exceed an absolute value 
of about ,05. 
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Kfg prodttction was virtually uncorrelated with liarch 
body weight, fhis is in genaral agraewent with previous 
•©rkers, althoagli Blytfci (1952) found this correlation to 
b® negative. 
Tabl0 7. Variances of and covariancss and simple 
correlations aaieng ®gg production, March body 
weight and egg weight* 
trait 
p p 
... 
EW Wbi 
301.7 .213 .636 .075 -.021 
P3 56.66 233.7 .767 .072 .006 
135.2 143.6 149.8 .087 -.008 
EW 6.34 5.34 , 5.14 23.42 .247 
Wia -,2121 .0499 -.0562 .6968 .3409 
•fariancss are on the diagonal, covariances below the 
diagonal and correlations above the diagonal. 
Egg weight shows only a slight relationship to rata of 
®gg production. These correlations indicate that the birds 
laying at higher rates lay slightly heavier eggs. This Is 
contrary to the report by Blyth (1952) who found that birds 
laying at a vtry high rat® laid saaller eggs. This worker 
also found tha phenotypic relationship between egg size and 
egg production to be nonlinear, as have other i.-orkars when 
working with extremes (Marble, 1930). Blyth found a signifi­
cant negative and apparently linear correlation among birds 
laying 22 or nor® eggs in March, This relationship, however, 
was reversed in the birds laying only 10 to 17 eggs in llarch. 
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FroK-scatter diagrams of rsgrassions of «gg weight on 
egg prodttetion for several lines in the present study, no 
t^idenoa of cur'^rillnearity was found. However, only a few 
birds were available with production rates as high as those 
studies by Blyth, 
The phenotypic correlation between egg weight and body 
wsight has be@n shown by many workers to be positive, fhe 
value of »247 obtained, her® is somewhat lower than those 
found by ttrner and Cruden (1951)» Blyth (1952) and those re­
viewed by Jail (1940)«. 
fhera is iindoiabtedly a physiological limit to the total 
amount of @gg mass that a pallet can produce in a given time. 
Such a ceiling is t cons©qii®acs of the fact that a bird can 
consuae only a liaited amount of faed, which is largely a 
function of body siise. Part of the f@®d intake is required 
for Milnt®nane© while a part is converted into egg material 
which again depends .on nody siz®, ?h© total amount of egg 
material productd thus dapsnds on body size as well as the 
nufflber and sis® of eggs produced. Body size seems to influ­
ence total egg ffiass largsly through its Influence on in­
dividual tgg weight. 
i«,gatlve corrtlations may result from such a physiolo­
gical celling.. If total egg aass has a fixed ceiling, then 
an incrsas® in «gg production will tand to cause a dacreas® 
in egg wel.ght. If a bird producas a total egg mass equal to 
its exiling, then this negativity becomes completely automatic, 
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since an incraaa© in egg production must than necessarily re­
sult in a decrease in individual egg size. 
The correlation between production in period 2 and pro­
duction in peric;d 3 found to be ,21, A positive corre-
latinn between these two^ variables would be expected since 
both are laaasares of the same quantity. Lamer and Taylor 
(193^) reported the regression of spring rate on winter rate 
to be .'^•63, and the regression ?»'as found to be linear. The 
regression of on Pg in these data was found to be ,242, 
fh3 s is soMQwhat lO'ser than that foimd by Lerner and Taylor. 
The high correlstioiis of ,636 and ,767 for Pg with P,j, 
and for with respectively, arise partly from ths cor­
relation of a part -with the whole. The correlation of a 
part with the whole is a function of the variances of the 
parts as well as the correlations between the parts themselves. 
Hence, it is not known In this case how much autoiaatlc cor­
relation is present since infomsti^n on was lacking. 
The variances, covariances, and simple correlations in­
volving the body weights are presented in Table 8, 
Table 8, Variances of and covariancas and simple 
correlations between body weights* 
Trait % W h Win 
Wg 8296 .36 .30 
15.326 .2345 ,42 
fm 16.242 1.133 .3-^09 
•Variances 
variances 
on the dial 
below the c 
|onal, correlations 
liagonal. 
above, and co-
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The statistics in Tabl® 8 were computed i n  a  slffiilar roanner 
to those in Table 7? antl wsre based on 1759 degrees of free-
dois. 
Positive correlations would aga.Ui be expected among these 
traits sine® thsy ar@ GorrQlatlons between a part and the 
whole. The cerrelation between and fm Is higher than that 
between Wg and Wm. as would be expected. 
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¥. ESTIMAT13 IJF GEISTIC PIRAMETBRS 
A, Heritability 
If BafinltloR 
Herltability, as estiaated In this study, is the ratio 
of tbs aiditii?e genetic variance to th@ total phenotypic v a r i ­
ance of the population for- the trait In question. To clari­
fy th© distinction hBtimen the narrow and the broad defini­
tion of lieritability, the following variances are «5-e.finedr 
G*varlafice 6110 to additive effects 
D«variaace due to dominance deviations 
Isvarianc© daa to epistatic interactions 
(lH)»varian,oi due to interaction between heredity and 
environment 
E^variance da© to environmental variations. 
Herltability in th® broad s®ns© is then G + D I 
G+ 13 + I 1- (EH) ^ E 
whersas heritability in th@ narrow sense is G Q + D + I + (EH) + E 
01.ush, 1948), 
2. mmM 
Lush (19'^0, 1948) suggested several methods of estimating 
heritabillties, including techniques for estimating this para-
ii®t©r in both the broad and the narrow sense, Tha m,ost fre­
quently used nathods in.poultry are (1) full-sib and half-sib 
o.orrelations and (2) eorrslation of offspring and parent or 
regrc^ssion of offspring on parent. 
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since the offspring of a gJvsn daw were full sibs in 
these data, correlations betwten full s-ibs were computed. 
The technique used is gJvea by Lush (19^3) and Lernar (1950) 
and will be outlined only briefly here. The analysis was 
intra-llne and yaar as followss 
d.f, Ylxpected valu.e of aiean square 
Between sires 67 E + 2.85 D 9.25 S 
Between dans within sires 458 E t 2.89 D 
Between fall sibs 1234 1 
B is the variance among full sibs, D is the extra variance 
'within groups of paternal half sibs as compared with full sibs, 
and S Is the extra variance bstnesn nc-n-sibs as compared with 
paternal half sibs. That is, ItD is the average variance be-
tisean birds having the same sir® but different dams. Likewise, 
ItD + S is tha variance between birds having neither parent in 
c0H3iBon. The phanotypic correlation between full s.lbs is given 
P 3 . The components of variance and the correlations 
E + D + S 
between full sibs for various traits are givan in Table 9. 
fable 9. Ceaponsnts of variance and phenotypic 
correlations betwaen full sibs 
Statistic m 
p p 
^2 '3 
P 
T '^8 h 
E .2629 19.93 265.86 210.61 130.95 6984.5 .2531 
D ,0738 2.68 29.98 15.97 10.97 1324.8 .0219 
S .0409 3.36 28.61 26.47 26.83 484.9 .0181 
D + S 
1 + 1) ^  S 
.303 .233 .181 .168 .224 .206 .134-
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la t&vms of genetic sscpectatlons, D would contain one-
fourth of th@ additive genstlc variance, one-fourth of the 
^ariattc® due to dominance deviations, a small but uncertain 
aaiottnt ©f the epistatic variance, and all the variance from 
maternal effects, S would contain only one-fourth of the ad­
ditive genetic varitne© with a small amount of the epistatic 
variance (Lush, 1948), Hence, cn the basis of these expecta­
tions, B should always be larger than S whan dominance or ma­
ternal effects are Important. 
The fact that S Is greater than .D for EW, and and 
requires explanation. S would contain a contribution from en­
vironment if the progeny of different sires were treated dif­
ferently, This environmental contributioR is thought to be 
nil In these data sinee no effort was made to treat sire pro­
genies differently. 
Inbreeding and relatlonshio among tha dams are also 
factors which could ©ake S larger than D, Osborne (1953) 
stated that if brother-sister ratings were started in a hither­
to randoa bred population, where each sire was mated to his 
full sisters and tha sirt--'s theaiselves were unrelated, then 3 
and I) would contain 5/8 and 1/8 of the additive genetic vari­
ance, respectively. This would probably be important for these 
data since many full sib raatings were made, and several of the 
lines were in the early stages of Inbreeding, Furthermore, 
relationship among the dans mated to a given sire will inflate 
S, even though the sire is unrelated to the dams. The many 
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sets of full-sib dans in these data would also make this factor 
important in deterffdalnf the relative size '' f 3 and D, par­
ticularly for highly heritable traits. 
S®x-linkage of gernes affecting the traits stud lad would 
b® another possibla cause of S being greater than D. Since 
the female is th® hetarogaiietic S6x In chickens, sex-linked 
genes would evoke genetic restmblanca betwaan sire and female 
offspring which would result in decreased variation betvjeen 
th€ offspring of dams mated to a given sir®. Osborne (1953) 
con^cluded that sex-Hakaga mas the roa^or cause of the dif­
ference in variances In his data, whll® Lerner and Cruden 
(1951) stated that insufficient ©videncs existed in their 
data to suggest sex-linkage, fhe present data do not support 
th© hypothesis of sex-linkage. 
On® further possibility exists. Sire differences in these 
data are completely confounded with pen differences. The 
latter could rasult from a carryover of nutritive or patho­
logical conditions froa da® to daughter. It is not known how 
important such p€m differences are, but it could be checked 
by a diallel mating scheiae \vhere sire and pan differences 
could be separated. 
Heritab;!lity may be estiEiated by doubling the full-sib 
correlations in the last Una of Table 9. The rQliability 
of these estimates depends on (1) the degrees of freedom avail­
able for QstiBating B and S, (2) the contribution of domi-
nanc© and epistasis, (3) the validity of the assumption of 
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random mating, and. (4) the magnitude of environmental cor-
rilations betaean full slbs. Biekerson and Grimes (1947) 
showed that the full sib correlation is of little value for 
©itifflating heritabllity of traits much affected by anviron-
ffient coBiffioa to full sibs. 
"istlifiates of heritabllitj were obtained by doubling 
th® Gorrsspottcliag correlations in Tabl6 9. When corrected 
for inbreeding (the method of correction Is explainad in a 
later sactlon), th« estisaitaa obtain«d were: 
trait Wffi EW p2 P3 Pj W3 
Haritability .65 *52 *41 .38  .51 .46 .3I 
Sine® tha number of degrees of fresdom for sires was small, 
these ©stiffiatas ara subject to large sampling errors. The 
above catiMates will be overostimatss if dominance is impor­
tant. If the «nviroiiffisntal influanae which is alike for full 
slbs is a large part of the total, the estimates obtained 
aay b® seriously biased upward. 
D'iitbling th® regression of daughter on dam was thought to 
b® a ffior® reliable estimator of heritability in these data. 
Sine® this method is adequately described by Lush (1940,1948), 
only a few pertinent remarks need be included here. The me­
thod was chosen because (1) the astimates are unbiased even 
though the daws are selsctad®, (2) dominance deviations are 
®fhis is true only if such selection 'jvas based on the 
dams' own phanotypes, the regression being estimated is linear, 
and heritability is the same in both the selected and un-
s9lacted groups. 
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not corralatad between parent and offspring, (3) there is like­
ly to be I0SS ©nvironajental influanca in tho resulting esti­
mates than in thos© from full-sib correlations, and (4) the 
saffipllng errors will be less than those from methods using less 
closely rolatad animals, 
fhe correlation between parent and offspring contains a 
contribution froia epistasis. Doubling this correlation yields 
an estimate of hsritability which is biased upward if api-
stasis is important. 
If owerdofflinanc© Is important, Lush (194-8) pointed out 
that the regression of breeding value on phenotype may be non­
linear, fhen If the daas are survivors of some selaction, 
the regression of offspring on dam would be less than if the 
parents w@r& an unselected sample of their generation. 
Furthermore, the regression of daughter on daro will con­
tain, in addition to the desired additive genetic component, 
a contribution from any environnental correlation between 
daughter and dam. fhen the regression is intra-sire, the only 
environmental correlations likely to reniain nra those arising 
froffl individual daughters being treated like their dams. The 
environiBsntal correlation is presumably small in thase data 
since no effort was to traat the daughters like their dams. 
Deviations frora random mating would alter the genetic 
expectation of the regresalon. Heritability astimates, how­
ever, may be adjusted to a random-bred basis if the mating 
systeci is based on relationship and that relationship can be 
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specifitd. A f€W daiightsr-daffl pairs wars included from a 
flook mating of line 44 whera three siras «er® usad in the 
pen, Th® pagrassion of tlaaghter on dam in these cases was 
not intra-slra. Any dsfiation frosi random mating in this case 
would resttlt snlj frofs preferential mating and, although not 
raeasurabie, would not likely be serious. 
SstliBating the regression of daughter on dam presents 
certain probleas '«ben th© niiaber sf daughters par dam is not 
constant. CoTOlications also arise because tha offspring are 
correlated: with each other. If tfa® offspring ar® ccrralated 
with the ("'a® r^y, then the corralaticn betv^een offspring from 
th® same dam will be expected to b© r^^y ^ *0^ this reason alone, 
Maternal sibs are likely t© be correlated for ether reasons 
also since they ar« usually contemporaries. Maternal sibs 
in thss® data are, with a few minor exceptions, full sibs. 
In general, two proctdurss have been used wh«n the number 
of offspring per daw is variable. One method has been to use 
th® average of the offspring for a paired comparison ?jlth the 
dara. This may be written ast 
' ^ (Xj-XTP 
whera Xj is the obsarvation on the i'^.^ dam, y^ is the average 
of the n^ offspring of the dam, Xq is the average f the 
k dams, and ji, is the mean of the averages of the offspring 
(2^y^,/k), The notation is that of Cockerham (195?). 
other procedure used has bean to repeat the record of th© dam 
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each ©ffspring and ccjaput® the regression in the usual 
manner. This is equivalent to using th© average of tha off­
spring of Qach daoi and, weighting aach dam by the number of 
offspring. This regression may be written as: 
f 
wher# is the weighted, mean of the daffls (2: nj_Xi/2: ni), and 
y.. is th® mean of all offspring. 
Two l,n?@stigations of this problem hav«- recently been 
conducted (Cockerhaa, 1952 and KeiBpthorn# and Tandon, 1953)* 
The foriaer worker obtained a solution by the method of maxi-
fflu® likelihood, while th© lattar approachad the problem from 
the standpoint of obtaining a bost ll,n0ar unbiased Qstirr.atcr 
of the rsgrsssion,. Both solutions use the average of tha 
offspring for a paired coaparisofi with the da® and wsight 
the average of the daufhters, w.ith an optirauis weight. The 
weighting factors derived froa the two investigations are very 
sifflilar and both involv® an estimate of a  q u a n t i t y w h i c h  
is defined below. 
The fflastimuffl likelihood solution of Cookerhara (1952) isi 
by 1 
f C,cx,.x,)^ 
wh®rf c^s%/ Cl' ^ C^^i-D/^J 1 ^^1^1./ 
This solution thus usss the av^^rag® of the daughters for a 
paired couparison with th€ dara and weights the average of the 
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daughters accordlRf to the reciprocal of their variance. 
Since the ^arianc« of the m«an of the daughters is 
/lii, being a constant, cancels out in the 
wtighting. Th« quantity/^ iss 
s /'yy *> 
i-  xy 
where is th® phenotjrplc corrslatiion between dam and off­
spring ani fyt is the intraclass correlation between ma-
tsrnal slbs (full sibs in thes® data)# It follows that /^is 
than the intraclass eorrelation between mattrnal sibs, when 
tlm offspring's phenotypes havQ first been adjusted for their 
regression on th@ phanotype of the dam. 
Gockerbaii (1952) atsted .that the maximam likelihood esti-
fflator ani the %?© previms ®stlnators (by^x ^y^x^ • 
anbiased, providsd thf wtights ara uncorrslated with the trait 
of ths da®. He also shOTOd that the variance of the weighted 
regression is in gsneral 
V(b.. 2^1*1 ''°1. 
wher® Wf is tha weight iis®d, is the maximum likelihood 
weight and is the waighted maan of the dams. Whan the 
wsights u.sad are the aax:liiium likelihood weights, the variance 
becomes 
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which is a BiinliiiiBi in large samples. 
It la easily seen that the two procadtires commonly used 
ar© special cases of th,« maximum likelihood solution, that 
^is, if• 1 and if/^r 0, In practice 
can never he 0 ©r 1 when th® offspring are full sibs unless 
the regression being Qstlmated is itself zero. However, since 
the fflaximu® likelihood ©itiaater has fflinlmum variance in large 
samples, th® efficiency ©f the other two estiffiators can b® 
ooiiputed relative to byggX. Such knowledge is desirable since 
aJ'® cosputationally siffipltirthan ^y^x* Comput­
ing equivalent to using a weight of 1, whereas comput­
ing is eqoivalarit to using a weight of n^^. 
Using the variances derived by Cockerham (19^2) the ef­
ficiencies of these two ©stlffiators were calculated for a sam­
ple of the data. In the present data, the frequency of dams 
with ni offspring was as follows: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 9 10 11 
freq. .327 .190 .149 .009 .080 .048 .041 .025 .025 .008 .008 
Hi 12 13 17 18 
freq. .003 .003 .002 .002 . 
To investigate the relative efficiencies of and the 
data for egg weight fro® line 36 la 1951 used. There 
were 34 daas In this line, and the frequency of dams with n^ 
offspring was 
1 2 3 4 5 6  7 9  1 1  
freq. .118 .235 .147 .177 .088 .088 .059 .029 .059 
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fiia line iri^estlfatsd .has a laach higher proportion of 
i3affls with more than om daughter than is representative of 
tha entire data. This would tend to give the advantage to 
the optimum wtighting sches®, sine® there would be no problem 
if all dams ha6 only on® offspring. The efficiencies of the 
thra0 istlmators are plotted in Figure 2 for different values 
of / . 
Sine© the .faaxiffiU®. likelihood estimator has minimum vari-
ane®, its efficiency is 1..0, Figure 2 shows that, for these 
particular <3at®, both alternative estimators are at least 70 
percent as efficient as the aaxiraua likelihood estimator, re-
garilsss of the value of /^. thenis greater than about 
.25« bv T superior to b . Whanis less than about 
. 3 ,  using a® estimator of the regression would result 
in little loss of efficiency. For values of / greater than 
• 4, by^x ® very high efficiency. Keiapthorne and Tendon 
(1953) found virtually no difference in estimates of herit-
ability computed fro® ^y^x» ^y,3X optimu® weighting in the 
dairy cattle data @xaMi.n®d. Since ~ and b^ ^ are the ex-
'a 'd 
treia® cases, one would expect the maximum difference between 
these two estiiEators, However, Sockerhaa. (1952) computed both 
of these estiaators from data on swine and found essentially 
no difference. 
In view of these considerations and the small values for 
the correlations between full sibs (Table 9)» the procedure 
followed was to repeat the dam for a paired comparison with 
each daughter; that Is, computed. 
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Figure 2. Efficiency of three 
estimators of the regression 
of offspring on parent 
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Tli« astiaiatis of thest regressions ware calculated on the 
basis of the pooled fariances and eovarianees wltfein line-
year groups. In this way, ?arlations d«a to lin© and year 
diff0r@nc©3 did not affect the regressions. The standard 
errors wer® cosipiittd in th© usual rRanner described by Fisher 
(1950, Sectloa 26), 
3. Besults 
The Qstiffiates of the regressions ara presented In Table 
10, 
Table 10, Sstimates of regressions 
of daaghter on dam 
Trait d.f. 
iw 517 .234 1 .056 
Pg 51? .046 ± .065 
•^ 3 517 .0007 ± .055 
517 -.0027 ±.057 
Wffl 481 .235 t .053 
Wg 256 .173 ± .074 
256 .075 i .076 
Since many of the dairis' records appear mora than oiice in the 
calculation of b , the inforaation provided by the sample 
of offspring corresponds Biore closely to th® number of dams 
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than t.o the nuaibar of c''aiigtiters, Henca, the degrees of free­
dom for the sampling errors ia Table 1.0 were based on the 
number of da«S| that Is, the number of dams within line-year 
fttbgroaps, Actually, since sotitwhat greater information is 
obtained by incluJing fflor€ than ©ne offspring par dam, tha 
sampling ©rrors given ar« probably overestiffiates, 
Berittbility 0st:i®ttes ©ay b@ obtained by doubling the 
c®rresponding ragressions in Tabl© 10» Where an inbred popu­
lation, such as the pmsent one, is encountered, the usual 
proceelar© is to extrapolate the ©stiffiates back to a random 
sating population. Sach a procsdure Is Intended to Qliminats 
differtnces which th® particolar levtl of inbreeding in the 
sample studiad probably csussd in the observed regressions. 
When all tha variance is ac'ditively genetic and environmental, 
inbreedi^hg rtsdtaces the additive ganetlc variance within a 
line in proportion to 1-F, whsre f is iright's (1922) inbreed­
ing co®fflci®nt. Thus, the two additive variances are then 
G||«(l-F)6j. wh®r® is th.® additiva g@natic variance within 
a line and Q^, is the additive genetic variance In tha random 
br@d population from which th® lino was derived, lierltability 
within a line is then 
where E contains variance fro® dooinance, epistasis, and en-
vironnent plus intaractions of horsdity with environment. 
H«ritabillty within a lin©, h^., is related to heritabillty in 
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a randoabrsd population, as 
fwo rather wi<3ely diffarQiit  sets of conditions may be defined, 
Tlie first is that the population fro® which the data came 
has b@®ii predttoid bj random aating,. In this cas®, no cor­
rection for Inbresdiag is iiacessary, and harltabllity is 
0stlffiat®<3 by doubliag ths regression of offspring on dam. The 
second is that the population from which the data came con­
sists of inbrad lines derived from a rando® bred foandation. 
The popalation fro® which the present data cam® was some­
what. iatersiedlate between these two 9xtr®ffi9s. All that 
sesaed feasible tinder the ciroiimstancQs was to compute herit-
ability for both situations* 
fhs avsragi inbresding of the daughters in thase data was 
.22 while that of their dams was .16, The valu® used to cor-
raet for Inbreeding was the average of these two or ,19. The 
astiaatt ®ad« with no adjttstiaent for inbreeding is probably 
an undersstiiaate of th® heritability of individual differences 
within lin«s i n  t h i s  population since i t  naglscts the a f f e c t s  
of inbrteding in reducing the additiv® genetic variance within 
lines. Th® astiaiates of haritability appaar in Table 11, 
Th® negative value for haritability of is probably 
the result of saapling errors. However, Cockerhara (1952) 
showed that certain combiaations of overdOBsinance and selec­
tion could result in a negative parent-offspring regression. 
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Tablt 11, Blstiaatss of haritability 
Trait 0aad.1ttS5t€d AdJustid for inbreeding 
IW .468 i .112 .521 
•=2 
.092 1 .130 .111 
.0014 ±.110 .0017 
-.0054 ±.114 -.0045 
.470 i .116 .523 
Wq ,346 i .148 
.395 
.150 ± .152 .179 
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Ralgtlonshlp among the dams aiay affect the regression of 
daugbtsr on iaa. In this c®s<i, tha regression would be ap-
proxi».at«ly hm 4 l«r G where r is the average genetic re­
lit P 
lationshlp and t is the average phenotyplc correlation among 
the matts ®f a given sir®; Q is the additive genetic variance, 
and P Is the total ph«Gotypic variance. Then heritability of 
(Siffsrances among non-relat®<3 daias would be 
2b - h'l,t 
1-r i-r 
whier® h' is the heritability of differaaces among the related 
dams. Thtts, 1-t Is the appropriate factor to adjust for re-
l-r 
lationghip among the daiis, and if t and r are not greatly dif­
ferent tha correction will be nagligibls. Although no exact 
investigation of the value of r was fflide, it is perhaps of the 
order of .25 to ,30. Certainly it is less than .5. Since the 
values of t (Table 9) are of the order of .2 to .3, the cor­
rection for relationship among the daws would be negligible. 
The heritabilities found in this study for egg weight 
and body weight are in general agreement with those previous­
ly reported {Table 1), The value obtained for housing weight 
is smaller than those reported by Haaiel and Laraoreux (19^7)» 
and Krueger et al., (1952). The only previous estimates of 
heritability of egg production rate comparable to those ob­
tained in this study are those by Lerner and Taylor (194-3) 
and by filson (1943), Lerner and Taylor's (1943) astipiate 
of .155 for heritability of winter rate was based on averages 
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of faiillies of eight daughters. This equals .045 for herit~ 
ability of Inil^ltlual dlfferances, whioh agreas rather well 
with the ¥alti6 ©f .1 found in this investigation, ^'ilson re­
ported a value of .31 for heritability of production rate 
(Suring tha breeding season. His estimate contained line 
differences, howtver, and no standard error was given, 
B. Genetic Correlations 
1, Definition 
fhfi linear relationships among any group of variables 
may b® described if the variances and covariances are known. 
Thus, if genetic variances and covariances are knoTO, the 
genetic correlations may he tstimatsd. Specifically, a 
gsnetic corrslatlon is tha ratio of th€ genetic covariance 
between two traits to the product of thoir genetic standard 
deviations. That is, 
rG<Sj.C" ai°.1 
<sOi 6aj 
whare and Qj ar© the additlvelj genetic values of individu­
als for traits i and j, respectively, and6"Q is the square 
root of the additive ganetie variance. Genetic corralations 
th«n, as estimated here, are correlations beti»®en the addi-
tively g«n0ti'C3 values of individuals for the traits in ques­
tion. 
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2. Mgtfaods 
Th« techniques for estiaating genetic correlations were 
dsv®loped by Haz®! (1943) and Hazel et £j.. (19^3). The 
fiiathod tis@<3 in this study was that of Hazel (194-3) involving 
the rsgression of offspring on dafn. HaKsl's method is 
parsnt,  raspsotivaly, CovarlaQoes of opposite sign In the 
anfflerator prasant difficulties* Sxtracting the square root 
of a negative nuasbsr might be dodged by using th© arithmetic 
laaan in the nuiaarator rather than the geometric mean; that 
is 
Selection ©f the dams would bias the covariances downward. 
If th€ g@n®tic varlana@s wsr@ then astimated in some un­
biased mannerf th© alternative estimator of Tq Q would not 
sea® to b® sound. However,  use of the arithmetic mean in the 
fiuaerator would giv© estimates less biased by sampling error 
than the gaometric aean* Only two cases wert sncountad in 
t h 0  p r e s t n t  s t u d y  w h e r e  t h e  a o v a r l a n a e s  i n  t h «  n u m e r a t o r  d i f ­
fered in sign. In thest cases, the arithrostio mean was used 
slncQ even a biased astiisata seeaed preferable to no Qstimate 
wh«r« b is  the regression coefficient,  i  and S are the 
and characters,  and 2 and 1 represent the offspring and 
i J 
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at all. 
The saroa groups of datiis and daughters that were used to 
ostiiiate heritablllty were also used to estimate genetic cor­
relations, In many Instances, either the dam or the daughter 
had incomplete sets of observations so that the number of com­
parisons available varied for different correlations. The 
proc@dur© followed was to compute th# covariances between 
parent and offspring and betw@®n offspring and parent for EW, 
P^, P^, and Py. There w©r6 609 dams and I96O daughters for 
this part of the analysis. Da®s and daughters with no ob­
servations for Wja were then sorted out before computing co-
variances involving Wm, There raaalned 571 dams and I800 
daughters for thase computations. Finally, all parents and 
offspring with no observations for and Wg were sorted out, 
and the reraaining covariances wer® computed. The data here 
contained observations on 315 daas and 925 daughters. 
Although the sampling distribution of genetic correlations 
computed in this fashion is unknown, it is not limited to the 
range of 1.0 to -1.0 as is that of product-moment correla­
tion coefficients. This is because the coefficient involves 
covariances detemined fro® two different sets of observations. 
If heritabillty is very low, it is readily seen from inspec­
tion of the formula that the estimated genetic correlation 
Wight .easily exceed an absolute value of 1.0. An approxi­
mation to the sampling error of a genetic correlation was 
developed by Bae (1950) and extended by Ercanbrack (1950). 
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Such sampling errors, however^ are known to be large. A 
tast of the sign of the correlation may ba mad®. The numera-
t©r ©f the 03ti»iator is an unbiased estisata of the pheno-
typic correlation between trait X in the paraat and trait 
I in th® offspring. If this correlation is significantly-
different from 2!®ro, then th® ganatic correlation must bt 
ils0, 
3. IisaiM 
Ganttie correlations involving egg weight, egg production, 
and body wtight at housing and in March appear in Table 12, 
The genetic correlations of -4.23 between BW and 
and 2.75 between and Pg must have resulted from sampling 
errors. The value of .007 for the regression of in the 
daughter on in the dam makes the genetic correlations 
involving have extremely large sampling errors. 
Genetic correlations affi.ong the body 'weights appear in 
Table I3. Although these correlations are all positive and 
large, little confidence can be placed in them because of the 
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Table 12. Bstimates of genetic correlations 
frait ^2 ^3 Wh w 
If 
-.427 -4.23 * .307 .305 
"a 2.75 
• 
.685 -.314 
^3 
* 
-.535 .709 
.556 * 
.789 
•Covarianca between parent and offspring was negative. 
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larg© sanpliEg errors arising from the small nuiaber of degrees 
of fretcl©®, 
L®rn©r and. Crudan (1951) found genatic correlations of 
,444 and »739 betTOan April egg weight and December body weight. 
These ar® somewhat larger than the values of .305 and .307 
found In this itadjr for the gtnetie correlation between EW 
and and b^twaen IW and respQctlvely, At least, all 
th@ ©stiMtis tgr@« in baing positive. 
Tabls 13, Qenitic correlations among body walghts 
Trait ° 
.953 . 789 
Wq 1.086 
So published estimates of the genetic correlation between 
©gg weight and egg production are available for comparison. 
Tht estlaats of the genetic correlation between Wg and 
1]^ was greater than unity in these data. Th® value of ,83 
reported by Krueger ^  g,!* (1952) is $upporting evidence that 
this correlation is positive and high. On the other hand, 
these saffis workers reported a value of ,07 as an estiraate of 
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the genetic correlation batweea 6gg production and housing 
w€ight» This is considerably lowtr than the values obtained 
in tha 3 stadj. 
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?I. MSCU3SI0H 
A. G®ii@pal Rastrlctions 
In the strictest sense, the parameter ©stiffiates obtained 
in this study apply only to th® data from which they were 
0stiffiat®d» To discuss th® applicability of th& foregoing re­
sults to flocks other than the one used, some consider.^tion 
must be oad© of the population saiapled. Extension of these 
results to othar flocks Involves the assumption that the gene­
tic and phenotypic relationships found are similar to those 
existing in other flecks. Thsre seems to be some justifi­
cation, hofieter, for extending these results, based on the 
following arguiaentst 
1. The sample studied caffl® from a wrlde base, both gene­
tically and geographically. 
2. Phtnotypie variances and correlations found In this 
stttdy are in reasonafol© agreement with those reported by other 
w^orksrs. 
3. Insofar as co«parisons are available, heritabilities 
and genetic correlations found are fairly consistent with those 
previously reported. . 
falldity of the assumptions can be checked only as fur­
ther rsittlts becoae atrailablef h®?i©ver, these considerations 
indicate that the results ©f this sto.dy have some a"plicabil-
ity. 
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B. Heritabilities 
As estimated in this study, her.!tabllity is a measure of 
the relative importancQ of heredity and environment in deter­
mining differences ameag individuals In a particular environ-
ffient and at a particular tiia®. In comparing the esticiates 
obtained fro® this study with thosa of other workers, dif­
ferent sources of variation sust be considereid| their rela­
tive i«p©rtanc® *111 depend en the method of analysis, the 
control of environaQntal variation, and tha gene frequencies 
of th® population studied, Furtheraore, dominance and epi-
stasis may contribut® to the sstliaates. 
The possible sources of bias of th@ estimator used in 
this study were discussad ia Section 2« The method used 
to control environmental or extraneous variance was to re­
strict coaparlsons to groups of birds contemporary for line 
and ysar. This Insured that no biases were introduced from 
these sources. In this study then, the question really asked 
was whether differences among danis contemporary for line and 
year are of any value in predicting differences among their 
offspring, 
A general comparison of the estijaates obtained can be 
made with the estiinates shown in Table 1, B'or convenience, 
those istifcates measuring the same traits at approxiHately 
the same ages are presented in Table 14, A detailed dis-
cussion of the possible causes of discrepancies between the 
estiaiates found here and those previously reported does not 
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Table 14. Istlmatas of heritability (In percent) 
Method of From these 
©stiaation From other studies data 
8 we@k weight 42 40 
S+D 50 
S 35 
Broiler w®ight 3 42 
D 51-79, 60 20 to 63 
S'f'D 51, 46 
Hottsing weight ^od 32 18 
S 32 
S+D 43 
Iferoh weight ^od 75 52 
Igg weight S 73 
S+D 47 
39,61,46,74,55 52 
Egg production 
rat® l50^ 31 11,0,-0 
Aunt-niacs corrflation (adjustai to individual 
basis) 5 
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ssQffi desirable, siacs ths experiments vary widely in numbers, 
matarial, and oathods of analysis. 
The h-aritability estimates obtained in this study for 
body weight and agg TOigfet art consistent witb those obtained 
by other workers. The astimate obtained for haritability of 
hottaing w«ight is somewhat lower than others reported, but it 
appears to be easily within the range of sampling variation. 
Mtritability of ®gg prodtietlon as estimated in this investi­
gation is generally lower than ©stiaates reported by other 
workers. Although the sampling errors are large, they do not 
appear naarly large 0iictiEh to aak® haritability of egg pro­
duction as high as 30 percent, Lerner and Taylor's (194-3) 
estifflata of 5 percent lend sojBt support to this, Ifilson 
(1948), howevsr, reported a value of 3I percent, but his esti-
mat© contained line difftrsricss and no standard arror was 
given. Tha negative valtt© obtainQd hers for haritability of 
Pf is probably th© result of saapling variation, although 
ovtrdomiaanG© and selection night cause th@ offspring-parent 
regression to be negativ®, 
Th®s® data indicate that th© haritability of egg pro­
duction rtt® is low and that slow progress is to be expected 
froffi mass saltction, fhis is in agreeiMnt with the idea held 
by nany breeders that the oean egg production of their flccks 
has advanced but little in the past few generations in spite 
of SOS© selection, Goodale's (19-^9) data on the Mount Hope 
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flock support this idea. He incraased mean annual production 
from 168 ©ggs in 1923 to 220 eggs in 1929. Thereafter, selec­
tion was for both «gg number and egg size, but 17 more years 
of seleetion raised the mean only 17 «ggs. 
C. Ganetlc Correlations 
The talu,®s obtained for genetic corrslations are not en­
tirely sitisfactory dm to the limited numbars of degrees of 
freedom a?allable«, Even though, drawling general conclusions 
fro® any indi^ liaal figure would need to be done with con­
siderable caution, some indication of the general pattern of 
relationship ai !3.ong the traits studied can be obtained. 
Taking the estiEates in Table 12 and I3 at their face 
talue, it seams that selection for increased egg production 
would result rin a decrease in egg slae and Alarch body weight 
but an increase in housing weight. The positive relationship 
between egg production and housing weight may arise from the 
relationship of housing weight to age at sexual maturity. 
Ha gel and Laroortttx (194?) found a value of -.44 for the lat­
ter genetic correlation, while Srueger e^ ai. (1952) reported 
a genetic correlation of .29 between early sexual fflaturity 
and housing weight. Selection for housing weight would thus 
result in earlier sexual maturity, and, since early maturity 
and egg production are positively correlated genetically 
(Krueger q;| IlI-j 1-952), Iffiprovement would also be expected in 
egg production. In a similar oanner, selection for egg size 
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wottld result in lower egg production and increased body waight 
at hottsiHg and in ftrch» Selection for body weight at any 
age apparently would result In inerea??©*! body weight at other 
ages, 
Tha BOst Intertsting g«fi9tie relationship found in these 
data is the negatlv® association of mgg production rat® and 
egg siz@, fhls indicates that sous of the sam© genes which 
casia® a hsn to lay at a high rate also cause hsr to lay smal-
l@r eggs. A siffiilar relationship was found between winter 
rate and body weight in Iferch* Taking these estiaates at their 
faa® ¥alu®, it seams that sslectioa for high winter rate would 
be a0eo«f3ani«d by a decreast in both ©gg size and March body 
wsifht. 
Saoh a conclasion is difficult to reconcile with the 
history of lasprovsiaant in agg procluotien over th© past half-
centary. It sa®as plausibl©, however, If the present situa­
tion is considered to be a consequeac® of past selection. 
Lush (19^8) has suggested that effective positive selection 
for sior® than on® trait is likely to have caused genetic cor­
relations to becoae prevailingly negative. Two traits might 
be uncorrelated gea«tically, aven though aiany genes exist 
which affect the two traits in different directions. This 
would reqiiir®, however, that thera ba equally effective ganas 
which affect the two traits is th® same direction. Selec­
tion would then be expected to carry the frequencies of the 
genes with siadlar effects close to sisero or one. '''hen this 
stag® Is rsachsd, most of the genatic variance In the traits 
will be contributed by the genes affacting the traits in op­
posite dtreetlDQS and negative genetic correlations will re­
sult. The results of Goodalt (1949) seem to fit this pattern 
exactly, k siffiilar situation was reported by Lamer and 
Dempster (1951) isfith regard to shank length. 
For th® foregoing axplanation to hold requires that 
pleiotropic effects of gents be raasonably cofflnon, Thare is 
ainpls ©videnc® that this Is trae, the raviaw of Gas pari 
(1952) shows that many ganss in a variety of organisms have 
pleiotropic affects, thather th© plslotropy is genuine or 
"sputrious", as discassed by GrSneberg (1938)$ need not be 
considered as the tnd results are the same in either case, 
GeMs are knewn which ham aultipl© ®ff@ct$ that would be un-
si2sp©ct#d ©n a priori grounds. For example, Dobzhansky and 
i©l^ (1943) found that genes affecting body color and eye 
eolor in .Prososhila aelanoiaster also modified the shape of 
th© speroatheca. These workers detected from external ap­
pearance only, ten mutant alleles of yellow, four of irhite, 
two of ruby and one each of verM-lion, dusky, and forked in 
an x-rayed stock. All of the whites, nine of the ten yellows, 
and the vermilion wera found to modify spermatheca shape. 
Correlated rasponses to selection, also lend support to 
the presence of aanifold affects of genes, Lernar (1946) 
found that selection for increased shank length also increased 
body size, egg size and age at sexual maturity. Correlated 
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responses ara known In other organisms as well, liiather and 
Harrison <1949) reported that selection for chaeta number in 
Drosophila resulted in decraased fertility. 
Mithsr (1943) suggested an alternative raason for un­
favorable corrtlsted responses. He postulated polygenic com-
binatiens. In which a balance was achieved by linkage of plus 
and iiiGQs genes along tha chromosoi®, Salaction tends to des­
troy this balanc®, resulting in iinfavorabl© combinations which 
»ty liffilt progress. Occasional crcsaovers break up thesa poly­
genic blocks, resulting in new favorable combinations, ?#ather 
and fferrison (1949) consider their results to be a verifica­
tion of this hypothesis. It is not clear, however, whether 
their experiment really constituted a critical teat, since 
results from selection axpsriaents in Drosophila may not 
necessarily apply to doaestic aninals. This is because (1) 
there is no crossing over in the sale, (2) the number of chro-
ffl0so.»®s is small, and (3) there seams to be a relatively high 
occurrence of inversions which form crossover suppressors. 
Mather's theory seeas unlikely to apply to domestic aniaals 
in general since selection for linked cciB,binatlons must be 
weak, partlcttlarly then many genes affect the trait in question. 
Hereditary differences between individuals are produced 
by the effects of g«n®s on develcpmental and metabolic pro­
cesses, k gene which affects a-particular developmental pro­
cess will have an effect ©n any trait which is influenced by 
that process, ieno®, a coaplete study of the causes of 
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pltlotropy would rtqulra an investigation of the erabryological 
«isi?elopm©nt of th© characters to outline the sequence of e-
vsnts from the sarllest detectable action of the gene to Its 
cfafinitive expression# Such a complete study of complex traits, 
such as egg production, which are affected by many genes, does 
not appear to have been aade. In fact, Landauer (1952) has 
pointed out that our knowledg® of ths hareditary control of 
the devslopaant of the chick is practically nil. 
Oanatic antagonisffl betsveen dealrad traits has been found 
in other species, Dickerson (19-^7) found that poor suckling 
ability in swine was apparently caused by some of the same 
genes which cause rapid fat deposition. Consequently, selec­
tion for mothering ability tended to offset selection for fat­
tening ability. Similar results were obtained by Dickerson 
and Grimes,(1947) fron a selection study of Duroc swine. 
Several such' 2Jiaiaples ware found in sheep by aorley (1950)and 
by Ra® (1950)» 
D, Consequences 
The lew hsritability found for egg production in these 
data and the negative genetic correlations Involving agg pro­
duction help explain why progress in Improving egg production 
has been slow in recent years. 
Low haritabilities indicate that most of the variance is 
environmental or that domjnance, overdominance and epistasis 
are of some iaportanee. Discrimination among these sources 
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of variation could not be aada in this study. In the event, 
however, that overdominane® and apistasis are important, 
th@ brstding plan would netd to be ona which would make many 
distinct faailias or lines as quickly as possible. These 
would then be tested in cross combination, and those lines 
perforsiing best in crosses would be used for cORjoiercial chick 
production. 
fh@ general effaet of genetic antagonisia between desir­
able traits is to sake selection less effective for all of 
th®ii. then sdlecting by truncation for a single trait, X, 
and the individual's own phenoty})© is the basis of salaction, 
the laaan of the population :is expected to increase by an 
amount 
where a is th© height of the normal curve at the point of 
truncation, b is the fraction of the population saved, 6' x 
is the phanotyplc standard deviation of trait x, and h^^ is 
th® h®ritabllity of trait X. ^ 3E is thus the selection dif-
b 
f®rential» If trait X has been subjected to selection such 
that the genetic .aaan for trait X in tha population has 
changed, the corresponding value for a correlated trait, Y, 
is 
A C> r. A 
(5 
where A and A 5y are tha changes In tha genetic means for 
traits X and f respsetively, tq q is the frenetic correlation X y 
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batwaen X and I, and ^and ^are the genetic standard 
deviations for trait I and trait X raspectlvely. 
As an illastration, suppose selection- is directed solely 
toward winter rat© CP2) with 10 percent of the females saved 
for breeding* Suppose further that the males are unselected. 
Then th© correlated responses of sgg iseight and March body 
weight can be swasurad, using the abo-w© formulas and the gene­
tic variances and covariances found in this study. The 
following results were obtained? 
P2 IW fm 
4G 1.70 -.51 -.047 
An improveiaent of 1,70 percent in winter rate is accompanieu 
by a half-gram loss in egg weight and a twentieth of a pound 
loss in body weight, Heaco, if selection is directed solely 
toward P2, progress in this trait my be fairly rapid for a 
tiae. However, this type of selection will soon need to be 
interrupted to repair the daiaag® that would have been done to 
egg weight rand March body weight, the net result of such 
a process is exceedingly slow progress over long periods of 
time. Basing selection on a properly balanced combination 
of all desired traits (Hazel, 19''^ 3) would avoid this "see­
saw" process and would result in soma progress as long as the 
genetic correlations were not perfect. However, progress would 
be slower than if different genes controlled each trait, 
A selection index was constructed for coaparison with the 
foregoing results. The anderlying genetic and biometric 
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principles as w©ll as teclinlques constructing selection 
indexes have be®n thoroughly discussed by Sisith (193^), 
Hazel (19*3)» Morley (1950), and Rae (1950). No attempt was 
fflad® to detersln® the rpost accurate economic valuaa, since 
this would soon bec0«ia an l.n?9Stlgatioii •ifithin itself. The 
econoffilc falas of a trait is the amount by which profit is 
expected to iacreas© for aach unit of improveBient In the 
trait, fh® ecoaoffiie valu® can b® d®t@pmjn.0d with considerable 
accuracy for some traits whil® others ara m.or9 difficult to 
assess. For example, th® a^eragf price of hens per pound can 
be accurately measured o^er a gii^en period of tifSQ, The eco­
nomic value of a given increase in weight per egg, however, 
is usually confounded with grade in market quotations. In 
addition to these difficulties, the eccnoaic value ofa^given 
trait may vary fro® braede? to breeder, depending on the 
status of that trait in his flock and on his marketing prac­
tices, It follsws that any set of economic values «ill be 
known only approximately at a given tiaia, and with even loss 
aecaracj for the future. 
Somewhat arbitrsry econoMc va3.u.es were arrived at by 
the following reasoning. An increase of one percent pro­
duction in Pg is equal to nine eggs valued at 30 cents. An 
Increase of one pound in Iferch body weight was also given a 
value of 30 cents, kn increase in average egg weight of one 
graa over a period of three laonths was arbitrarily taken as 
equal to the value of the other two traits. The aggregate 
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g@iiotyp« was thsis taken t i? iJ K 
H- + G2 
whsra Q is the addititelf genetic value of the individual and 
1, 2, 3 refer to Pg, SW, and % respectivsly, ?laximlzing 
thf corralation between H and the index, I, resulted in the 
following indexs 
I«,0262 Pg -^.1195 1W-.269 %. 
Coding th® index to nake th« emphasis on the traits relative 
to' P2 gives I=P2+-4,56 EW-10..27 correlation between 
I and H is ,65. Morl®y (1950) showed that the expected gene-
4" u 
tic gain in the i trait f©r a given change in I, whan selec­
tion is wholly on I, la given by 
A n .  ^  ^  ^^4 Jt 
where ^ is the selecticn differential, is the weight given 
P 
t© the trait in the index, is the genetic covar;Iance 
between traits i and J, and (5'x is the standard deviation of 
the Index. The genetic gains were coaputed to compare with 
those then selection was for egg production alone. The values 
were found to bes 
Selection on I Selection on ?p only 
Pg -.034 1.70 
m ,658 -.51 
Wo -.007 -.04-7 
It ffittst c.® emphaslaed that the index computed nay not be 
the best index due to the soEeahst arbitrary choice of economic 
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irilU€s. Ftirtfeierffiors, th@ ganetie and phenotjplc constants used 
to construc-t th® index may not b© accurate due to sampling 
errors. The product of egg weight and flgg production could 
be Included as a slngls trait^ egg mass, instead of treating 
th-is® two traits singly. Smith (1936) investigated the use 
of ratios In sslection indexes. In general, he concluded 
that ratios add littlt if any when used to replace ths pri-
mry traits, and r-iay soastiDias result In loss of Inforraation, 
Blvan such an arbitrary :lad@x may serve a useful purpose, hc:;;-
©i?er, in peiptiag out c®rtain facts. 
It is seen from the -values of gi^an above that 
selection on an indax can produce gsnatlc gain eiven whan nega­
tive genatic corralatlons prevail., Purthsraore, th® gain in 
egg weight is ©xpscted with little change in ©gg production 
or bodj weight, Bxpscted progress is thus »or« stable when 
using an ind©x than wh®n selecting for on© trait alone. That 
tfas particular index used gives tha most change In egg weight 
with little change in prod«.ct3.on ^er body w^aight nay be a re­
sult of erroneous choios of aconoaiic weights. As progress is 
aad®, how#?@r, the economle weights would need to be changed 
also to giv® aora weight t© th® unimproved traits, the par­
ticular indaxusad har© calls for negative attention to March 
body weight. It -would sesm that any .Index, where negative 
^genetic oorrelatioas prsvall, would call for negative at­
tention to at laast one trait, 
Ptirthsr speculation as to tha best Index, does not seem 
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justified u.ntll mere accurata estimates of the ingredients 
are a^ailabla, 
Bicksrsori (1.94-7) has suggested that aaximim progress might 
be obtained, In the preseas® of negative ganatlc corrolatioiis 
between desirable traits, by judicious crossing of lines. 
fhls possibility is also dlsGUssed by Morlay (1950), lhan 
selQGtion is applied to any trait, its response and the cor­
related responses may differ among groups due to differences 
in gens frequency among the groups. This would be particu­
larly true if the groups were saall since random drift ^isould 
have caused different alleles to reach frequencies near 1,0 
or zero. An increase in genetic variance might then be an­
ticipated in thf? cross, since some of the genes with fre­
quencies near 1,0 in on.0 lias and near zero in the other would 
b© at intermediate frequencies in the crossbred population, 
fhe possibility of overcoming unfa-vorable genetic correlations, 
by replacing the genes responsible for them with alleles which 
have a favorable effect on one trait but none on the other,cr 
with favorable effects on both traits, Is apparent. If the 
parental lines were widely different, the oro^^eny flight respond 
to selection in a taann^'^r not previously possible, 
Thl.s raises the cmestlon of how much genetic difference 
there is ani,ong breads, lines or strains of chickens. Further-
eore, do the genes Involved have different alleles which might 
have a different sphere of influence? These questions cannot 
be answered at present, but certain indicatJons are available. 
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Seae weight Is added to these possibilities by the discovery 
of ®ttltipl© allslic s«ri0s at almost ©very locus which has 
been, thoroughly invastigated. In Drosophlla, the best known 
ganetic organisfB, Bridgas and Br®hM (1944) described many 
all«lic series in which many of th® alleles were distinguished 
only by corrslatad ®ff®cts. There is soiw possibility that 
a slfflllar situation aay exist In poultry. Allelic series have 
already b©9ii deaoastrated In th© case of Polydactyly (Warren, 
1941), feathsr growth (Jones and. Hatt,1946), plumag© pattern 
(Smyth and Bohren, 1949) and blood groups (Biles ej §1,., 1950i 
It still ramains doabtfal, howe'^er, whether genetic differ­
ences betwetn brstds and strains sre sufficlant to make 
crossing ©f br§tds or strains an effective mathod of over­
coming ttnfavorabla genetic correlations. 
Until further inforoation bacoaias available, it seems 
best to rely on so©9 optlfflum selection scheaw sach as a selec­
tion index. 
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?II. SUMMIRI 
Th© primary purpose of this investigation was to deter­
mine tbe htritabilities and genetic correlations involving 
certain performance traits in chickens. Information on pheno-
typic correlations an<5 on the influence of date of hatch was 
als© obtained. 
The <2ata were taken from the records of the experimental 
poultry breeding project at the Iowa Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Traits studied were egg weight, egg production rate 
for three periods, and body weight at eight weeks, housing 
and in March, A total of 19^0 pullets were available for 
study. These were from 609 dams and 159 sires. The data for 
housing weight were corrected to a constant age of 165 days. 
Date of hatch had little influence On the traits studied. 
Estimates of heritabllity were obtained with and without 
adjustment for inbreeding. These estirriates are: 
Igg weight 
Production rate 
Onadjusted 
.468 ^ .112 
Adjusted 
.521 
Decerober 1 to March 1 .092 i .130 
March 2 to 'May 31 .0014+ .110 
First egg to Ifey 31 -.0053+ ,114 
.0017 
-.0045 
0 111 
Body weight 
At eight weeks 
At housing 
In Ifarch 
346 1 .148 
150 1 .152 
470 ± .116 
335 
179 
523 
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Tli0.se ®sti.«ates are blasei to th© extant that epistasis la 
important. Other possibl® sources of bias wer® discussed. 
fh® most inttresting genatic rtlationships found (Tables 
12 and 13) were tbe negativ® ganetic correlat.Ions of -.427 be­
tween winter rate and «gg weight and between winter rate 
.and Sferch body wtight, Thas® values indicate t,hat selection 
for increased winter rate will be aocoro.panl9d by a decrease 
in both egg size and i%rch body weight. These antagonistic 
genetic relsitionshlps, together with the low heritability 
found for egg production, help explain the slow progress in 
breeding for egg production in recent yesrs. 
Ce,risidar6tion was given, t© tha eonsequances of these re­
lationships. Selection based on egg production alcne would 
soon need to be interrupted to given attention to the decrease 
in egg weight and Iferch body vieight which would result. 
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